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OPINION 
'Annoyed' 
reflects  on a 
lost 
semester  
and time
 that 
keeps flying
 
by. 
Pondering 
the 
Day of the 
Dead
 will 
make a 
person
 ask, 
'Where's
 My 
Lighter?' 
 Page 2 
SPORTS 
The
 San Jose State University 
men's rugby club
 gets ready to 
scrum this 
season.
 The club took 
a hit in a 
22-7  preseason loss 
Saturday at Santa Clara 
University. 
 
Page
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Governor
 
Gray 
Davis
 
warns  
of
 
attacks
 
LOS 
ANGELES
 
(AP) 
 The 
The  FBI, however, said 
in its 
Nov.
 7, the 
agency
 
said. 
Monday's warning. The 
official 
FBI has 
alerted
 law 
enforcement
 
alert
 that 
authorities
 had 
not 
yet 
Justice
 
Department
 
spokes-
 said a foreign Islamic terrorist 
agencies
 in 
eight 
Western
 states 
corroborated  the information
 but 
woman
 
Mindy
 
Tucker
 
said
 the group 
may  be targeting the 
that it 
has 
unconfirmed  
informa-
 
decided
 to 
issue  a 
warning,  
information
 
that
 
prompted the 
bridges.  
tion 
that  
terrorists
 may
 be 
tar- 
The
 warning was 
sent
 
Wednes-
 
warning
 
was  
"at 
a 
lower  level" Davis mentioned the 
warning 
geting 
suspension
 
bridges
 on the
 day 
to law enforcement 
agencies  
than 
what
 
led  
to the
 FBI's
 gener- 
Thursday  during a news confer -
West Coast.
 
in 
California,
 
Washington,  
Ore- al 
warning
 to 
Americans
 on 
Mon- ence in which 
he
 also appointed 
The Justice
 Department
 
con- 
gon, 
Arizona,  Nevada, Utah, 
Mon-  day. "We
 are
 
working  
to verify 
the the state's new terrorism security 
firmed 
the 
warning  
Thursday
 tana
 and 
Idaho.  
validity"
 of 
the 
information,
 czar, George Vinson, a 
23 -year 
after
 California
 
Gov.
 Gray 
Davis 
"Reportedly,  
unspecified Tucker said,  
veteran of the FBI. 
said law 
enforcement
 
officials
 
groups 
are targeting 
suspension  
A 
senior  
U.S.
 
official,
 
speaking 
"The best preparation is to let 
had 
"credible
 
evidence"
 
that  
four
 bridges
 on the West 
Coast,"
 the on 
condition
 
of 
anonymity,
 said 
terrorists know, we know what 
California 
bridges,  
including
 the
 FBI
 said in the message.
 Six the 
threat
 is 
based  
on new 
infor- you're up to, we're ready for you," 
Golden 
Gate, may be the
 target 
of
 
"incidents"
 were 
planned
 during mation 
acquired  
by U.S.
 intelli- 
Davis  said. 
an attack. 
rush 
hour  
between Friday and gence and
 law 
enforcement
 
since Homeland
 Security Director 
Science,
 
religion
 
discussed
 
in  
movie
 
By 
Andrew 
Toy 
DAILY STAFF WItIl FR 
The 
Institute  of 
Social 
Responsibility,  
Ethics,
 and Edu-
cation at 
San  Jose State
 Univer-
sity
 is hosting
 the 
viewing
 of a 
video 
conference  
taped  in Octo-
ber at 
Harvard
 University
 titled, 
"Science
 and 
Religion:  A 
Multi-
media Discussion."
 
The viewing 
of
 the conference 
has been 
broken  up into
 three 
segments,
 the first
 was shown
 
Thursday 
and  the next 
two are 
slated for 
Nov. 8th and
 15th from 
noon to 
2 p.m. at 
the 
Instruction-
al 
Resource
 
Center,
 in Room
 306. 
According 
to Richard
 Keady, 
the 
director
 of the
 Institute
 of 
Social
 
Responsibility,
 
Ethics,
 and 
Education,
 the 
conference
 is a 
conversation
 and
 discussion 
about the
 science and 
religious 
perspective of what
 it means to 
be 
human.  
Thursday's 
segment  featured 
two key guest
 speakers. 
The first was 
Jane
 Goodall of 
the  Jane Goodall 
Institute and a 
doctor irr 
ethology,  the study 
of 
animal 
behavior and 
the forma-
tion of human 
characteristics. 
Goodall 
is known 
for  her 
extensive field 
research  of chim-
panzees in 
their natural environ-
ment. With her 
knowledge,  she 
talked 
about  her experiences
 
with chimpanzees and
 the simi-
larities 
that she discovered 
between them and
 humans. 
According to Goodall, she has 
found from her 
field study that 
 See 
MOVIE,  Page 3 
Tom Ridge 
said
 in a telephone 
interview Thursday 
that  even 
though federal 
authorities  had 
not publicly released the informa-
tion, he would 
not  second-guess 
Davis' 
decision
 to do so. 
"I respect the 
decision  Gov. 
Davis made; 
he exercised his 
judgment," Ridge 
said.  Federal 
authorities, "thought it was 
important enough to relate to 
the 
governor, and the governor 
thought it was important enough 
 see 
ATTACK.
 
Page  3 
Goal
 
oriented.
 
. . 
Omar Ornelas Daily Slag 
Joel Molina, a San Jose State 
University  student, uses a pair of trees as goal posts in front of Dwight Bentel Hall to practice Thursday. 
Fund
 
honors fallen S.J. officer 
By 
Ben Aguirre
 Jr. 
DAII v MA \ 
hol 
log 
In 
light of the recent
 death of 
San Jose police 
officer Jeffrey 
Fontana,
 the San Jose State 
Uni-
versity  administration
 of justice 
department, in 
conjunction  with 
the Fontana family, has set up a 
scholarship memorial fund 
in his 
name. 
"He was an outstanding stu-
dent," said Shannon Thomas, 
internship coordinator
 for the 
department. "What's interesting 
is that he was also a recipient of 
the Lomio scholarship." 
The Lomio scholarship is 
named after SJSU alumnus 
Daniel Lomio, a 
San Francisco 
police officer  who was also killed 
in the line
 of duty. 
Thomas said the Fontana fam-
ily contacted 
Inger Sagatun-
Edwards, the chair of the admin-
istration of justice department, 
Tuesday evening to discuss the
 
scholarship. 
"We already had something in 
mind, but things like this have to 
go 
through
 the family," Thomas 
said. 
Sagatun-Edwards said some 
people 
were  interested to know if 
the department was doing any-
thing to honor Fontana. 
"Immediately after his death, 
we had students, faculty and 
other students asking if we were 
setting up 
a scholarship," 
Sagatun-Edwards said. "I dis-
cussed it with his mother and she 
 
see  FUND, Page
 3 
A.S. 
office
 move means more red 
tape 
Day of the Dead 
By kemberly Gong 
DAIIN SIAIF Wk111-14 
Yellow 
construction  tape and a 
chain
-link fence circling the Uni-
versity House at San 
Jose
 State 
University are the first welcome 
signs to the Associated Students, 
which have finally moved its 
offices to the house. 
A.S. moved into the
 house on 
Oct.
 19, said A.S. administrative 
assistant, Maria Murphy. 
Currently, 
the  office space that 
will be used
 for the board of direc-
tors is still under 
construction,  
and recently
 had desks installed, 
said Alice
 Tsai, the A.S. director 
of
 student 
resource
 affairs. 
The 
office is still under con-
struction 
and desks and 
chairs 
are  still not set 
up.  Mail for the 
board 
members
 was sitting
 on 
the 
table,
 waiting to 
be picked up.
 
Tsai said there
 is one 
working
 
phone in 
the  office for 
the
 board 
of directors.
 
"We can't 
do office 
work
 in 
there as 
of
 now," she 
said. 
A.S. vice 
president  
Akbar
 
Shetty,
 said every
 director 
has  an 
e-mail 
address  or 
voice  mailbox 
that they
 can be 
reached  at. 
A.S. 
president
 Maribel 
Mar-
tinez said 
that she, A.S.
 controller 
Julie 
Perreira-Rieken
 and Shetty 
all had offices
 that were 
set up. 
"You 
can currently
 contact
 
three  
executives
 who will 
be 
responding 
to any 
messages,"  
Martinez 
said.  
She  said 
there  are 16 
members 
total in 
the  
Associated
 Students.
 
Martinez
 said 
she didn't
 know 
how 
long  it 
would  take 
for a 
member 
of the 
board  to 
respond 
to students.
 
Steve  
Cohen,
 a member
 of Stu-
dents
 for 
Students,  
said  the 
club  
has 
contacted
 the 
board  on 
numerous  
occasions  
with  little 
feedback  
that
 is 
usually  too 
late. 
"We 
send them 
e -mails 
all the 
time and 
we don't 
get  
anything
 in 
Boxes littered the Board of Directors Office in the Scheller house. 
response," Cohen said.  
He said the board was 
unre-
sponsive
 and prone to one-way 
communication because 
they
 
take so long to respond to anyone. 
"They are there 
to
 take care of 
students needs on a reasonable 
time
 element and that isn't being 
taken care of" he said. "It disap-
points
 me, because it's one of the 
major barriers in why 
there is so 
much  apathy and school spirit."
 
Martinez said
 the board of 
directors still had few
 means of 
access for 
students.  
"We're  still 
waiting  for Inter-
net access
 in the 
house,"
 Mar-
tinez said. 
Shetty  said this
 was because 
money 
requisitions  were
 not 
signed on time,
 causing a delay in 
getting Internet access. 
Tsai 
said  it was sometimes 
hard to contact directors 
because
 
most 
haven't posted any office 
hours since the house
 isn't com-
pleted. She urged students to 
con-
tact directors if 
they had any 
questions
 or concerns and 
said  
that all phone
 numbers have 
stayed the same. 
"Hold us accountable if we 
don't  return phone calls or e-
mail," Tsai said. 
Tsai said all members could be 
reached at http://as.sjsu.edu
 
The University House, former-
ly known as the Scheller House, 
was voted on by A.S. to house the 
new offices and boardroom
 that 
Omar  (kudos
 / 
Daily  
Stuff
 
the group holds its bi-weekly 
board 
meetings  in.
 However, 
because of a vandalism  on Oct. 5. 
that 
damaged
 the house's eleva-
tor, A.S. is 
not  able to hold board 
meetings
 as of 
yet, 
because  
the 
boardroom 
is on the second floor, 
Tsai said. 
The offices for all A.S. board 
members and executives are also 
on the second floor, which makes 
them inaccessible for those with 
disabilities. 
Shetty
 
said students 
can  come 
into 
the 
house,
 but
 must be care-
ful of the 
construction  
still  going 
on. 
Construction
 
workers  
are  still 
painting parts 
of the 
house 
and 
 see 
MOVE. 
Page
 3 
celebrates
 afterlife
 
By Cohn Atagi 
DAllY 
STAiF WItIrFI2 
El Die de los Muertos, the 
Day of the Dead, was celebrat-
ed Thursday to honor those 
who have passed on to the 
afterlife.
 
Robert Milnes, the director 
for the school of art and design. 
said the Day of the Dead is dif-
ferent from Halloween. 
"It's a celebration of life," 
Milnes said. "Halloween, in its 
current manifestations,
 has 
more to 
do with ghosts and gob-
lins and things like that. I 
think Day 
of
 the Dead really is 
a way of linking with your own 
heritage 
and those who have 
come before you as families and 
friends." 
Milnes said activities usual-
ly take place 
over  a couple of 
days, but 
Nov. 1 is the actual 
day of celebration. 
The extent 
of
 the activities 
depends 
on
 how dedicated peo-
ple are and if 
everyone  is able 
to travel, 
he
 said. 
An ofrenda. which 
is Span-
ish for an 
offering,  is used for 
offerings
 to the deceased.
 One 
was set up 
in the Art building 
in honor 
of the celebration. 
"It was done 
by people in an 
art and 
education 
class,"  
Milnes
 said. "They 
use  art as a 
way of 
understanding
 different 
cultures."
 
Milnes said a lot of people 
stopped by 
to
 look at the ofren-
da, though
 he's not sure how 
many. 
According to 
Milnes, Pamela 
Sharp
 El Shayeb from the art 
department was responsible for 
the ofrenda. 
However,
 she wasn't avail-
able for comment. 
Miguel Ulloa, a senior 
majoring in international busi-
ness, said he was impressed by 
the department's ofrenda. 
"I'm Mexican, so it's a part of 
my culture." he said. "I'm 
impressed to see that they put 
the American colors on 
the 
ofrenda. I'm quite happy to see 
that because Day of the Dead is 
to remember the ones we love 
and the ones who passed away 
that we want to continue to 
remember."
 
Ulloa said he thought the 
American colors on a 
product  of 
the Mexican culture showed a 
sign of unity between the two
 
countries. 
He said the only thing miss-
ing from the ofrenda were pic-
tures of the deceased,  which he 
said is a common practice in 
Mexico 
when  creating ofren-
das. 
In addition to the ofrenda, 
the Spartan Memorial was 
open for anyone who wanted to 
pray for the dead. 
Roger Wharton, chaplain for 
sjspirit.org, said 
the memorial 
was open from 10 a.m, to noon. 
"People just came and went," 
he said. "About 10 people 
showed up, but they were pret-
ty happy that the memorial 
was open." 
Wharton said this was the 
first time he 
used Ow 
IneIllOrl-
al for the Day of the Dead, and 
that he is 
trying
 to keep it open 
on a regular basis. 
 
see  
MUERTOS,
 Page 3 
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Letters
 
Pressures
 of another 
semester
 
winding
 
down 
SJSU
 undeserving
 
of the
 put 
downs  
Iwanted
 to 
comment
 on the 
article  "Bureau-
cratic  obstacles 
to
 overcome for 
a degree," 
lOct.
 
29). I thought 
that it was 
great  that 
the 
writer gave 
readers 
knowledge  of 
what  is 
going  on in her 
life up to this 
point. I agree 
that when 
graduation  day 
comes, most 
of
 what 
is 
learned is put
 away or 
perhaps
 forgotten.
 I 
also 
believe that 
San Jose State 
University is 
unique 
because it is 
different from 
all others. 
I was then very
 upset that 
SJSU  was put 
down in 
the  process of 
how the school
 is 
unique. The 
drop  policy can 
be
 a bad thing to 
some 
students, but if 
everything 
were
 made 
easy then what
 would be the 
point of getting 
a higher 
education. In 
the real world,
 outside 
of school, no 
one  is ever given 
an easy time. 
SJSU makes some 
things  tough because 
it
 
prepares 
students  to succeed
 in the real
 
world.
 The comment on 
Stanford University
 is 
a tougher 
college to enroll in,
 and yet have low 
standards on their
 drop policy. I feel  that 
this 
article
 makes SJSU students
 seem like slack-
ers who just want
 sit down and 
enjoy  the ride. 
More thought should be 
considered before 
writing such an 
article later on.
 
Melissa
 Shoemake 
Business Human 
Resource Management 
Can
 someone
 please 
take
 a look at 
his 
or her watch
 or calendar
 and 
tell me 
what month
 it is? 
It feels like 
this semester 
just started. 
I 
can still remember
 going to all 
of my 
classes 
with  the best 
intentions
 of show-
ing up to every 
meeting. Of course, that 
has gone right out the 
window,  but has-
n't 
it done the same for everyone
 else? 
I remember
 the smell of the cash 
that used to be in my wallet as 
I 
entered the bookstore, and the feeling 
of an extra 30 pounds as I exited with 
an armful of books. 
I still remember it, I'm sure you do too. 
Remember when every seat in the 
classroom used to be 
full and you'd have 
to stand against the wall and take notes? 
What about the people that would 
barge into class and try to add it? 
And the 
lack  of parking that used to 
plague the students who wanted to get 
to class because 
they
 feared the profes-
sor or lecturer would drop them? 
Yep, it seems like
 just yesterday. 
But now look at this. 
It's 
frikin'
 November. 
We just had Halloween, Thanksgiving 
is right around the
 corner and the winter 
holidays are rapidly 
approaching. 
Where has the time gone? 
Perhaps it just 
goes
 to show the 
world we live in. 
The hustle
 and bustle of the city 
life, 
and the I -want -it -and
-I
-want -it -now 
Sparta
-Guide
  
Today  
School of Art
 and Design 
Student galleries 
art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in galleries two, three, five, 
six,  eight and Her-
bert Sanders in 
the Art and Industrial 
Studies
 
buildings.  For more information, 
call John or 
Nicole at 924-4330. 
Student Life Center 
Student leaders are invited to apply
 for "Lead-
ership Today: Creating 
Community  in a Diverse 
World, 
Jan, 16 - 18 at the Aailomar 
Retreat Center. 
Deadline to apply 
is 5 p.m., Nov. 20. This 
program  
is designed to train students 
address  issues of 
diversity. There is 
no cost to participate. Applica-
tions are available in the 
Mosaic  of the Student 
Union and the Student Life 
Center  (the Old Cafe-
teria building) or by e -mailing 
jpboydgemail.sjsu.edu. For 
more information, call 
Jane 
Boyd
 at 924-5961. 
New Student Orientation: Leader Recruit-
ment
 
Looking for a job on campus
 where you can 
make a difference? Join a team of 25 paid orienta-
tion leaders 
and  impact more than 3,000 new stu-
dents. Applications are available
 in the Student 
Life Center in the Old Cafeteria building. Deadline 
is Nov. 2. For more 
information,
 call 924-5950 or e-
mail gwolcott49' jsu.edu. 
AISES 
Sixth  annual Red Earth Days student 
talent
 
show, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
in the Engineering Audito-
rium. For more information, call Aida at 
986-1696.  
Disabled Student Organization 
Be
 an advocate for students with disabilities. 
"Pauline," student intern 
to President Caret of 
SJSU, 1:30 p.m. at the Career Center. For more 
information, call Stacie Hero at 924-6041. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m and First Friday
 Wor-
ship and Social, 6 p.m. at the Campus Ministry 
Chapel. For more information, call Elizabeth 
Campisi at 938-1610. 
Saturday
 
AISES 
Sixth annual Red Earth Days benefit concert, 6 
p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. For 
more 
information,  call Aida at 956-1696. 
Sunday  
Catholic 
Campus Ministry 
Mass,
 
II a.m. and 
5 p.rn. at the Campus Min-
istry Chapel.
 For more information, call Sister 
Marcia 
at 938-1610.
 
Monday  
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass,  12:10 p.m. at the
 Campus Ministry 
Chapel. For more 
information,  call Sister Marcia
 at 
938-1610. 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art 
exhibitions,
 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. through Friday
 in galleries two, three, five,
 
six, eight and Herbert 
Sanders  in the Art and 
Industrial  Studies buildings. For 
more  information, 
call John or Nicole
 at 924-4330. 
aispiritorg
 
Daily meditation, 4 
p.m.  to 6:30 p.m. through 
Thursday at 
the  Campus Ministry on 
10th Street. 
Come join us no matter
 what your meditation 
form. There is a power and comfort in 
community  
meditation. For more
 information, call Chaplain 
Roger at 275-1346 or visit the Web site sjapint.org. 
Jewish Student Union and Millet of 
Silicon  
Valley
 
"Lunch 'N Learn,"
 noon to 1 p.m. in the Mosaic 
Multicultural Center in the Student Union, is a 
great opportunity for all students, faculty and staff 
members to learn from
 one another informally 
about Jewish- related topics. Today's
 topic is "What 
the heck are 
the holidays?" For more information, 
call Gideon at 286-6669 ext. 13 
or
 e-mail jcsdshil-
lelsv.org. 
Political Science Department
 
Meeting to create a student club, 4 p.m. in the 
Pacifica room of the 
Student
 Union. For more 
information, call Menvyn Kron at 788-1774.
 
Tuesday 
Department  of Nutrition and Food
 Science 
Come check out the 
latest  in body composition 
testing, 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Central Class-
room building. Students
 pay $5. Staff and faculty 
members
 pay $10. For more information, call Sher-
ry at 206-7599. 
M.E.Ch.A. 
Raze Day Committee weekly meetings, noon to 
1 p.m. in the Chicano Library
 Resource Center. 
Chicano 
Studies
 mural project. 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. You 
are welcome to take pert in the 
designing process 
of a mural at the Chicano Studies department. For 
more information, call Adriana 
Garcia  at 655-6785. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Scripture
 Reflection,? p.m. to 8:16 p.m. at 
the 
Campus Ministry Chapel.
 For more information, 
call
 Sister Marcia at 938-1610. 
SJSU Ballroom Dance 
Club 
West 
Coast  swing, 6:30 p.m. to 7:30
 p.m. and 
open dancing, 7:30 p.m. 
to
 8:30 p.m. in the Spartan 
Complex,  Room 89. For more 
information,  call the 
dance  club at 924 -SPIN. 
Nurses Christian Fellowship 
attitude of those
 who live in it. 
I mean
 after the Sept. 11 
terrorist  
attacks, time has
 just flown by. 
Things  are obviously not the 
same
 as 
they used to be 
and  often we lay down 
to rest 
and  rise as if we are robots,
 with  
very little 
emotion,  living life as if every 
day  were part of our routine. 
Even things 
at school are starting to 
shape
 up 
differently.  
Suddenly the sun sets shortly after 5 
p.m. and the gingko 
tree  is dropping its 
little  berries, leaving the campus in a 
world  of 
funk.  
Things are just moving too fast. 
I 
remember  just 60 days ago when 
the tree used to be bare and students 
could 
walk
 by it without gasping for air 
100 
feet  
before  and after it. And when 
the  sun used to set right before 8 p.m. 
Aside from the physical changes, 
there is always the
 mental aspect. 
I'm sure those of you who are gradu-
ating are
 starting to feel that sad feel -
Support 
group  and mentoring, 9:30 a.m. and 
10:30
 cm, in the Montalvo room of the Student 
Union. For 
more  information, call Diane 
Stegmeir at 
279-6385.  
Counseling
 Services 
General process 
group,  2:30 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m. in the Administration building, Room 201. 
For more 
information,
 call Kell Fujimoto or Jeni 
Landau 
at 924-5910. 
Urban Planning 
Coalition  
Student 
organization of Urban and Regional 
Planning department
 meets, 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
every first and third Tuesday of the month in at 
Pizza -A -Go -Go 
on
 San Carlos Street. For more 
information, call Irvin David at 
924-7433.  
Student Health 
Center 
Anthrax,  question and answer forum, noon to 1 
p.m. at the Morris
 Dailey Auditorium. For more 
information, call Dr. Oscar
 Battle, Jr. at 924-6117. 
Wednesday
 
Gay Lesbian Bisexual and 
Tramsgendered Alliance (GLBTA1 
- . . 
Weekly club 
meeting,
 5 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. in the 
Costanoan room of the Student Union. Community, 
activities, support and discussion
 open to all. For 
more information, e-mail the alliance at 
glbtails)email.sjsu.edu.
 
Students for Justice 
Weekly meeting, 5 p.m. in the Pacheco room of 
the Student Union. Join us as we plot world domi-
nation and progressive campus campaigns. For 
more information, call Vanessa at 504-9554. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Bible Trek, 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Mon-
talvo room of the Student Union. For more infor-
mation. call Sister Marcia at 938-1610. 
Re -Entry and Commuter Help Program 
Brown bag: test taking strategies with Mary 
Moore of Counseling Services, noon to 1:15 p.m. in 
the Pacheco room of the Student Union. 
Meet  with 
other returning students and discuss areas of 
interest. For more information, call Jane Boyd at 
924-5950. 
Spring 2002 in Both. England 
Informational meeting, 9:30  a.m. to 10:15 a.m. 
in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 213. For more infor-
mation, call Harvey Gotliffe at 924-3246.Informa-
tional meeting, 2:30 p.m. to 3:15 p.m. in Hugh 
Gillis Hall, Room 114. For more information, call 
Chris Fink at 924-4458. 
Linguistics and Language 
Development Stu-
dent 
Association  
Teaching ESL in the
 community college sys-
tem: a panel discussion, 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in 
Sweeney Hall, Room 
314.  For more information. 
call Brandon Smith 
at
 (650) 654-9585 or e-mail
 
rafthrandoftol.com.
 
Sparta Guide is provided free 
of charge to students 
faculty and staff 
members
 The deadline for entries is 
won. three working days 
before the desired publication 
date Entry forms are 
available in the 
Spartan
 Daily Office 
in 
Dwight newel Hall. Roam 209 Space restrictions
 
mat  
require editing of 
submissions
 Entries are printed In the 
order 
in which they are 
received 
ing. The 
same one you 
felt  when you 
were in high school, 
just weeks before 
the big date. 
You're happy 
because you are finally 
done with 
this  school stuff, but then 
again,
 you realize that you now 
have
 to 
go out into the world and be productive.
 
And what about the friends
 you've 
made here?
 
Many of you will be exchanging con-
tact information and part ways, telling 
each other you'll see 
one  another soon, 
but knowing inside that it's just a way 
to easily let go. 
I am not one of those who are gradu-
ating, but I'm sure you're feeling it. 
Hell, I still have another year and a 
half remaining (hopefully) and I'm 
already 
feeling it. 
My first two years at this 
university  
were 
pretty  much wasted. I mean I got 
the basic 
education
 I needed (I 
think),
 
but I didn't really have any friends on 
campus. 
One night I was 
talking with my 
father and 
he made a great point. He 
told me I only went 
to school for four 
hours a day, and often had all my class-
es in the 
same building, so how could I 
experience college to 
the  fullest? 
I took his words to heart. 
After thinking 
about  his comments, I 
decided to do 
something.  After stum-
bling into journalism, I joined the Daily. 
For the last 15 months, this has been 
my second home. 
I have spent
 more time in Dwight
 
Bente! Hall than
 I have at my 
own home. 
And in that
 time, I have 
met dozens 
of people
 and have given 
me more  guid-
ance by peers and 
advisers  than I had 
had in the two 
previous
 years. 
But that's not my point. 
I am 
not here to pay tribute to those 
who have touched my life, that is a 
topic for another column. 
It's just that the 
time is passing too 
fast. 
The life that each of 
us
 lives is said 
to be measured in years, but if you take 
a step back and look 
at it, time is what 
you 
perceive
 it to be. 
I said it last 
semester,  when I turned 
21. Age 
is
 just a number 
and these 
months are just a 
way to measure the 
time that
 has passed, but ironically
 this 
is what has gotten me down 
lately. 
It's Nov. 2 - 20 days 
before  Thanks-
giving 
and  53 days before 
Christmas.  
Don't  let the next two 
months  pass you 
by as the previous 
ones
 have. If you do, 
the semester will 
be
 finished and it will 
be 2002 before you know it. 
Can you believe it? 
Ben Aguirre Jr. is the 
Spartan
 Daily 
Managing
 Editor. 
"Annoyed" appears 
Fridays.  
Legend  and 
its moral 
explain  Day of 
the Dead 
The
 night grew heavy, and the man 
with
 the long,  black cape and top hat 
sat on the coffin of the old diseased 
who 
had passed away the night before. On 
top of the tomb, his family had left him a 
pot of Colada Morada, a drink made from 
dry purple corn, pineapple, blueberry, rasp-
berry, cloves, cinammon and other spices. 
Sitting next to this beverage was a 
huahua de pan, a homemade loaf of bread 
shaped in the 
form of a child. 
It is unknown when or where this spe-
cific tradition started, yet on Nov. 2, Day of 
the Dead is celebrated and families get 
together to bake the bread and make the 
purple drink. Kids, otherwise forbidden to 
touch the dough, get to mold 
their own lit-
tle people, which they eat later. 
Going back to the man in the black cape. 
His name was Don Tulio and everyone in._ 
town knew 
about him and
 
how
 
he lost 
his  
fortune gambling and betting on cockfights.
 
He came frith a gitod fanfity, yet noYf6' of" 
them talked to him anymore because of his 
poor 
character.
 
Tonight he had come with two inten-
tions, to get drunk in a peaceful place with 
no danger of 
getting
 into a fight and to  fol-
low through one of the great ideas that had 
occurred to him
 one night. 
Manuel Bedoya had died two days ago of 
what seemed to be chicken pox. He hap-
pened to be the richest man alive and 
dead. His family had fought for his inheri-
tance, which consisted of a couple million 
sucres and a huge hacienda, full of crops, 
animals and servants. Not a whole lot, but 
enough to start 
a family feud. 
Yet, Don Tulio was not worried about all 
of that nonsense. He 
had known the old bas-
tard and knew he was buried with a piece of 
stone that he could sell 
and make some 
money off of. Yes, Bedoya had been buried 
under the earth with a ring so big and shiny 
it could knock you out if he 
hit  you with it. 
That morning, after they had carried out all 
the rituals a good man 
deserves,
 they had 
opened up a hole and buried the body fully 
dressed - jewelry and all. 
Don Tulio considered it a sacrilege to 
mess with the dead, yet he was a man in 
need and besides, no one
 was going to find 
out. He had brought his tools  with him, so he 
started with the shovel and worked
 his way 
down until he reached 
the coffin. He stopped 
only for some air and a gulp of aguardiente 
(alcoholic drink made from sugarcane). 
He looked around, what if the dead 
man's spirit got pissed and came back to 
hunt
 him until it drove him mad? 
It was only that ring he wanted and he 
was so 
close to it and to getting out of all his 
financial troubles after he selling it. He 
promised himself that if he did this he 
would clean up his act 
and become the hon-
orable man his family wanted him to be. 
Three a.m. and he was still hesitating ... 
Finally a loud cracking noise and off came 
the coffin's top. There lay the old man, his 
face yellow and full of scabs from the chicken 
pox. The smell of rot and decay was almost 
unbearable, but Don Tulio took a gulp and 
blocked off all the casualties that come from 
stealing from 
dead
 corpses. 
He saw the 
ring,  a green emerald
 
smiled  
back at him as he 
took  the dead man's hand 
and kissed the ring with his red lips. 
He
 
tried to slide it off the fat finger but the ring 
would not come off. The dead man's fmgers 
had swollen up to the 
point  where the ring 
seemed carved into his skin. 
Don Tulio tried eurerything. He poured 
some alcohol and pulled as hard as he could 
but nothing worked. He looked up at the full 
moon laughing 
at
 him and cursed the night 
and all of its spirits for 
being against him. 
Frustrated, tired and drunk,
 he sat next 
to 
the  corpse and passed out. 
Suddenly
 a 
chill going 
down
 his spine awakened him 
and he looked next to him and saw the 
frozen face still dead. He jumped up and 
looked around, still the 
same silence as 
before and the ring still shined through all 
the 
grayness  of the night. 
He took out 
his  knife and
 sliced
 the fin-
ger 
of the
 man's hand,
 
laughing
 
hysterical-
ly at his
 clever 
move.  
'Why
 hadn't he 
thought
 of this before? 
Oh well, now he had 
the ring and 
life 
started
 
smiling  back at 
him. 
Or
 so he thought.
 
He closed
 the coffin and started burying 
it again with a 
frantic
 desperation. When 
he was done, he grabbed his possessions 
and just as he was about to leave, he looked 
back and saw he had knocked over the 
cross that 
had been planted at the head of 
the tomb. He grabbed his hammer and 
pounded the cross
 back in place. He tried to 
get up, but felt something jerk 
him back 
down. A million 
thoughts  came to his head;
 
he tried pulling back on 
his cape without 
looking
 around but could not fight
 the grip. 
All of the hair in 
his body stood on 
end 
and he felt his heart 
beating
 faster than 
ever. He 
crouched
 over because he 
felt a 
strong pain in his
 cheat and wiped 
off the 
sweat  dripping from 
the  sides of his hat. 
The next 
morning,  a group 
of
 kids found 
his  body lying cold
 and stiff to the 
side of a 
tomb.
 His cape had 
caught to the 
side  of 
the cross when
 he hammered
 it down. 
Indian 
communities
 tell this tale
 to their 
kids to 
teach them 
how  greed can 
kill and 
how you should
 never mess 
with the dead.
 
No one knows 
what  happened to 
the ring, 
but
 once in a while 
a man in a cape 
is seen 
on Nov. 
2 in a certain 
cemetery in 
that place 
where the 
wind blows the 
other way 
around.
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 Editor.
 
"Where's My 
Lighter?" 
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Opinion 
page  polides 
Readers are 
encouraged  to express
 themselves on 
the  Opinion page 
with a let-
ter to the editor. 
A letter to the editor is a 200 -word 
response  loan 
issue or 
point of view 
that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions become the property of the 
Spartan Daily 
and 
may he 
edited for 
clarity, grammar, 
libel and length. 
Submissions  
must
 
contain
 the 
author's
 
name,  
address, phone number, signature and major. 
Submissions may be put in the letters
 to the
 Editor box 
at the 
Spartan Daily 
Office in Dwight Bente' Hall Room 209. 
sent  by fax to (408)
 924-3237,
 
e-mail
 at 
SDAILWOmc.sjsu.edu  or 
mailed  to the Spartan
 Daily Opinion 
Editor, School of 
Journalism 
and Mass
 Communications,
 San
 lose State 
University,
 One 
Washington  
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149. 
Editorials are written by. 
and  are the 
consensus
 of. 
the  Spartan 
Daily edi-
tors. not the staff. 
Published opinions
 and 
&kin-WA:int:Ms
 do noi
 
necessarily  retied 
the views
 
of the 
Spartan Daily,
 the School of 
Journalism
 and Mass 
Communications  or 
SJSU. 
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San Jose State 
University  alumnus Raul
 Hofer Torres hangs 
a 
publicity  poster in 
Zanotto's
 Grocery in 
downtown  San Jose 
Thursday
 afternoon. In the 
aftermath  of Sept. 11, 
Raul
 has sin -
Christy  Kinskey / Special to the Daily 
gle-handediy organized a show of 
fashion models, D3s and bands 
to benefft the Red Cross. The show is 
scheduled to start at 9:30 
p.m. at Waves
 Smokehouse on 
Post
 Street. 
FUND:
 
Internship  specifics 
unknown
 
 
continued  from 
Page 1 
said it would be a wonderful 
idea." 
Thus far, 
Thomas  said she 
believes the fund has 
had com-
mitments from
 the administra-
tion of justice department, the 
San 
Francisco
 49ers and the San 
Jose Police Department. 
She said the 49ers have 
con-
tacted the department and said 
they are "passing around the 
boot." 
However, 
the  49ers media con-
tact was 
unavailable  for com-
ment.  
Joseph Daris, a public
 infor-
mation officer for the 
San Jose 
Police Department, said 
he's  sure 
the 
department would do some-
thing, but 
nothing has been 
arranged.
 
"We
 are talking about 
tax pay-
ers' dollars here," he said. 
"We are 
not a private 
business,
 so any-
thing like that has to go through 
a process." 
However, 
he
 did say that the 
department usually commemo-
rates fallen police officers. 
"One time they dedicated a 
park to an officer," Dana said. "At 
the very minimum, he will have 
his name engraved on a 
plaque  
here at the department." 
Currently, 
the  adzninistration 
of justice department
 offers three 
scholarships 
totaling  about 
$10,000, 
Thomas  said. 
She said the 
amount of the 
scholarship and its criteria
 have 
yet to be 
determined,
 but the 
department hopes
 to have it 
ready 
by the spring of 2002.
 
Associated 
Students'  Presi-
dent 
Maribel  Martinez 
said the 
administration
 of justice 
depart-
ment has yet to contact
 her about 
the scholarship fund, 
but said she 
felt it 
would be good if 
the stu-
dent government
 did something.
 
"I think that we 
do have a 
commitment to our 
community," 
she said. 
Luke Crawford, 
a senior 
administration of justice 
major,  
said he thought 
the scholarship 
was a good idea. 
"I think it's absolutely 
wonder-
ful," he said. "He did 
so much for 
his family and everyone from the 
49ers. It would just be wonderful 
to have a scholarship in 
his 
name." 
For more 
information regard-
ing the Fontana Memorial Schol-
arship Fund, contact the admin-
istration of justice 
department  at 
(408) 924-2940. 
MUERTOS:  Rooted
 in Mexican 
culture 
 continued from Pagel 
"I'm starting to do it more 
often to reclaim that 
sacred 
feeling," he 
said. 
Wharton said that the 
Roman -Catholic 
Administra-
tion was 
also celebrating the 
Day of the Dead at the Campus 
Ministry 
Center
 at the corner 
of San
 Fernando and 10th 
streets. 
Father 
Charlie
 Dougherty 
said the church held a vigil 
MOVIE: 
Jane 
Goodall
 and William 
Newsome
 were invited
 to speak about what it means to be human 
 continued 
from Pagel 
there is a common 
ancestry 
between chimps and 
humans.  
Chimpanzees
 show 
long-term  
family bonds 
and also 
nonverbal
 
communication. 
For example, 
they hold 
hands,
 kiss, 
embrace,  
tickle one 
another,  and laugh. 
Chimpanzees  also 
understand 
the moods and feelings of one 
another, but they have a dark 
. side that can cause brutal behav-
ior. 
Goodall
 said that once 
humans
 
are able to admit
 that there are 
other animals that
 are like them, 
then humans 
can share the plan-
et in a more respectful manner. 
In 
relation  to the recent terror-
 they were holding the
 conference 
ist attacks, 
Goodall said the event 
in trying to find the answer
 to the 
showed
 how humans are 
capable  question is an 
answer in itself. 
of the greatest evil and 
the  great- "To my 
knowledge,  we are the 
eat 
good.  
only species
 that searches
 for 
She also 
said
 chimpanzees
 the meaning
 of our 
existence,"
 
express
 themselves in 
a con- Newsome
 said. 
trolled  manner. She 
said she He 
said
 he doesn't get 
answers
 
believes  that humans can
 learn from science,
 because explana-
how 
to control their 
acts  in the tions 
from
 biology, chemistry,
 and 
same way,  
physics  are ambiguous. 
The other 
speaker  was William 
He said that to look 
for the 
Newsome from 
Stanford 
Univer-
 answer; 
everyone  needs 
to go 
sity, a 
doctor of sensory 
and  cog- beyond 
science  for the ultimate
 
nitive
 neuroscience. 
meaning. 
He opened 
the discussion 
with
 Keady, the 
institute's director,
 
the question 
of "what does 
it said he liked 
what the people in 
mean to be 
human?"  
the forum 
were  doing 
because  
Newsome  said the
 fact that 
they
 came together 
in a conver-
ATTACK:
 Security around the bridges
 has 
been 
heightened  
 continued from Page 1 
to relate to  his 
citizens," Ridge 
said. 
In response 
to the warning, 
Oregon Gov.
 John Kitzhaber 
ordered stepped -up
 police patrols 
of the
 state's most 
heavily
 trav-
eled bridges. But 
he said the 
move 
was only as a 
precaution,  
and said there
 was no reason for 
motorists
 to avoid 
using the 
bridges. 
"One of the objectives 
of
 terror-
ism is to terrorize people," 
he 
said. "It would
 be an unfortunate 
victory we would hand them
 if 
people
 simply stopped
 driving." 
The bridges 
in California iden-
tified by 
Davis as possible
 targets 
were:
 the Golden 
Gate
 and Bay 
Bridge,
 both in San 
Francisco,  the 
spokesman
 for the San 
Francisco-
Vincent Thomas
 Bridge at the 
Oakland Bay Bridge.
 "We're rou-
Port  of Los Angeles, and
 the Coro- tinely 
inspecting  the IDs of 
work-
nado Bridge in San Diego. era 
... on the bridge to 
assure that 
Security around the 
bridges  everyone who is 
on the bridge 
has been heightened and involves belongs 
on
 the bridge." 
the National Guard, 
U.S. Coast Although hundreds of bomb 
Guard and California Highway threats have 
be called in to 
Patrol, he said, 
authorities about sites in Califor-
The 
Golden  Gate, a 4,200 -foot- nia, this is only the second
 threat 
long suspension bridge, spans  judged 
to be credible since the 
across the Golden Gate Strait at Sept. 11 attacks, Davis said. The 
the entrance to San Francisco first 
targeted  Los Angeles movie 
Bay. It carries some 
110,000 vehi- studios. 
des per day. The 4 112 -mile long
 Several Hollywood studios 
San Francisco -Oakland Bay halted tours and increased
 armed 
Bridge carries some 270,000 
vehi-  patrols following a general warn -
des 
daily.  
ing Sept. 20 from the FBI that 
"We feel we're well -prepared television and movie facilities 
for any nefarious and criminal could be targets of terrorist 
actions," said Jeff Weiss, attacks. 
MOVE:  Some students don't know where A.S. is moving 
 
continued
 from Page 1 
ladders 
are  still 
placed
 on the 
front 
porch.  A sign 
outside the 
house 
limits
 entrance 
to those 
involved
 with 
construction,
 A.S. 
staff or 
guests  with 
appointments.  
Shetty  said 
A.S. will 
continue 
to
 hold its 
meetings
 on the 
third 
floor 
of the 
Student  
Union,  
where
 
the 
meetings  
have
 been 
held in 
the
 past. 
As
 of Nov. 
7, 
committee
 
meetings 
will be 
held
 on the 
first 
floor 
of the 
University  
House,
 
Shetty
 said. 
Some students 
said  they did 
not know that A.S. had moved its 
offices to the 
University  House. 
"I don't think many students 
know what it is or what is in the 
house," said Hsiaowei Shieu, a 
freshman aerospace engineering 
major. 
"If I 
wanted  to get something 
done, I wouldn't even know where 
to go." 
Cohen,  a Students for Stu-
dents member, said he also felt 
that their space was inaccessible, 
and said. "If I wanted to hand 
Virginia  
postal  
worker
 
charged
 with anthrax
 
hoax  
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP)  
A 
postal worker was charged 
with fed-
eral felonies 
Thursday  in an 
anthrax hoax authorities 
say she 
initiated
 because she
 was 
upset 
managers
 refused to 
provide  her 
medical testing 
for anthrax. 
Sharon 
Ann 
Watson,
 who 
works 
at the 
Falmouth 
post office 
in 
Stafford  County
 was charged
 with 
knowingly
 mailing 
threatening 
communications
 and 
unlawfully
 
destroying mail.
 The charges carry
 
a combined 
maximum of 
20 years in 
prison. 
According
 to an 
FBI 
affidavit,
 
Watson
 
admitted 
she opened 
bulk -
mail 
envelopes  and 
sprinkled  baby 
powder
 inside. A mail
 carrier dis-
covered the 
leaking  envelope 
Oct.  
25. The
 next day, co-workers 
told 
authorities  they believed
 Watson 
was 
responsible
 and that she 
kept 
baby 
powder
 inside her work 
locker. 
U.S. Magistrate 
Barry Poretz 
ordered a 
mental -health 
evaluation  
and released 
Watson.
 A preliminary 
hearing was set for Nov. 20. 
In Boston, a 
federal  grand 
jury
 
indicted three people, including
 a 
Massachusetts National
 Guard 
reservist, in separate
 anthrax hoax-
es. The charges range 
from  filing 
false reports 
to
 making threat& 
them a paper, I honestly don't 
know where to go. There's work-
men all over the entrances."
 
He said he would also like A.S. 
to be more visible by developing 
name cards for meetings so stu-
dents know who they are, but 
that they haven't gotten them 
yet. 
He also said Perreira-Rieken 
has asked twice at board meet-
ings for the directors
 to wear 
their A.S. shirts to increase visi-
bility. They rarely wear them, 
he
 
said. 
Do
 you know 
that  
you 
can 
subscribe
 to 
the Spartan
 Daily? 
25.00 
through  May 2002 
or
 
$20.00 for 
just
 the Spring 
2002
 semester. 
Send 
subscription  
requests  to 
The 
Spartan
 Daily 
San Jose 
Slate 
University  
One 
Washington 
Square 
San Jose.
 CA 
95192-0149 
Or call the
 Spartan Daily 
Business
 
Office  at 408-924-3283
 
sation to share 
their  ideas and to 
communicate with one
 another. 
"You have to have a conversa-
tion between people in religions, 
and  the humanities and in the 
arts and science. You have to 
have a conversation, not simply 
existing in separate realms," 
Keady said. "And that what these 
people are doing is creating a 
conversation. Not mutual con-
demnation or mutual exclusion." 
Keady said that in viewing 
the rest of the conference, one 
would experience a good repre-
sentation of a variety of perspec-
tives from both the science and 
religion views in answering the 
question of "what does it mean 
to be 
human?"
 
Wednesday 
night in anticipa-
tion of the celebration. 
Father Gregory, 
from 
Jamaica, 
spoke in a congrega-
tion that raised $150
 to $200 
for the church, Dougherty
 said. 
A 
dinner  was held, followed
 
by a music jam 
session,  
Dougherty said. 
On Thursday, 
at 12:10 p.m., 
a mass for All Saints Day took 
place at the chapel, with about 
50 people 
attending, Dougherty 
said. 
Do 
you 
have
 
Asthma.
 
Do you 
know
 someone
 who has 
asthma'?  
Do you want 
to contribute 
to
 knowledge 
about the
 condition 
and its 
treatment'?  
People  
with
 asthma 
are neefled
 to 
participate  
in research
 
Monet170hordyiesnsproonvoily
 
to 
Allem  and 
Asthma
 
Msoclatcj  
Research
 
Center
 
Please 
call:  (408) 
553-0709  ext. 
137 
November
 5-7, 2001 
9:00Am - 3:00
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Caps
 and gowns, class rings, 
graduation  invitations 
and 
much,  much more... 
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NEWS 
Ideas
 concerning Iraq. . 
. 
Kathy
 Kelly, left, a member of 
Voices in the Wilderness,
 
and Hans von Sponeck,
 former assistant secretary
 general 
of the United 
Nations, address 
questions
 from the audience
 
during a forum about
 the Iraqi sanctions in the 
Student 
JaShong King / Daily
 Stall 
Union on Wednesday. Von Sponeck talked
 about the condi-
tions that existed in Iraq 
during his tenure as Assistant Sec-
retary General that were a direct result of what he said, 
was 
a flawed policy of 
punishing  innocent civilians. 
Airman,  civilian 
arrested in weapons 
theft 
CHEYENNE,
 Wyo. 
(AP)
 - An 
airman
 assigned to 
security  duties 
and a civilian 
were
 arrested on 
suspicion of stealing 
weapons and 
ammunition from 
a nuclear missile 
control center near 
Kimball,  Neb., 
military officials said. 
Airman first 
Class William 
Kelsey, .21, of Rochester, N.Y.,
 and 
Ryan Walenter, 23, of 
Waukegan,  
Ill., were arrested
 Saturday at a 
port of entry on the 
border  of 
Columbus, N.M., 
and Palomas, 
Mexico, said officials
 at F.E. War-
ren Air Force 
Base  in Cheyenne. 
The weapons and ammunition
 
also were 
recovered  that day, base 
officials said. 
The men allegedly 
tried to enter Mexico with the 
weapons and 
ammunition. 
Mexican authorities  
have said 
the 
men were in separate vehicles, 
one behind the other. The officers 
allegedly found several semiauto-
matic rifles, an M-60 machine gun, 
some handguns, 
night -vision gog-
gles, smoke and gas 
grenades  and 
thousands of 
rounds
 of ammuni-
tion.  
Teen 
convicted 
of 
La
 Crescenta
 
murders
 
SAN FERNANDO, Calif. (AP) 
-A 16 -year -old boy was convicted 
of bludgeoning two younger boys 
to death in a La Crescents school -
yard during a drug deal last year. 
A Superior Court
 jury found 
Michael H. Demirdjian guilty of 
two counts of first -degree murder, 
and the panel also found special -
circumstance allegations 
of tor-
ture and multiple murder to be 
true. 
The verdicts were reached 
Wednesday
 and read in court 
Thursday. 
Demirdjian, who was 15 at the 
time of the crime, was acquitted of 
two counts of robbery. 
He faces life 
in
 prison without 
parole when he is sentenced Dec. 
4. A hearing also will determine 
whether he will be 
sentenced  as 
an
 adult. 
Demirdjian has been jailed 
since shortly 
after the July 23, 
2000, murders of 
Chris  McCul-
loch,
 13, and Blain Talmo Jr., 14. 
The boys were beaten with 
rocks at Valley View Elementary 
School in 
La
 Crescents.
 The 13 -
year -old also was  crushed by a 12 -
foot bench. 
Los Angeles County 
Deputy 
District Attorney Steve Barshop 
said Demirdjian killed the two 
over
 a $660 marijuana deal that 
went 
awry. He also said a murder 
investigation continues 
because  at 
least three 
others  are involved. 
Investigators used
 dogs to track 
the scent of blood
 to Demirdjian's 
home where
 they found 
blood  
along 
with
 Talmo's 
wallet and 
travel clock. 
Authorities also seized uniforms 
and other
 military equipment, 
including portable radios, and gas 
masks. 
An M-16 rifle, an M-16 fitted
 
with a grenade launcher, and an 
IVRO machine gun were reported 
missing Sept. 8 from the facility 
about 
10
 miles northeakreKim-
ball, Neb., or about 80 miles east of 
Cheyenne. Bullets for both types of 
guns were 
also stolen but not 
ammunition for the grenade 
launcher. 
Kelsey was on the security 
forces team of the 320th Missile 
Squadron that oversaw the control 
center, among other facilities, said 
Staff  Sgt. Kurt Arkenberg, base 
spokesman. Kelsey was off duty at 
the time of the theft, Arkenberg 
said.
 
Base officials said they did not 
know specifically 
how the weapons 
were stolen, whether charges were 
filed against the men 
in Mexico or 
whether the men would be extra-
dited to the  
United States. 
The 
FBI,  which is the lead 
agency on the 
case,  is continuing to 
investigate, Arkenberg said. Den-
ver FBI special agent Ann Atana-
sio referred all comment to the 
base. 
The weapons were taken from 
the above-grouria part of the facili-
ty, which houses missileers who 
'0Versee 10 
intercontinental ballis-
tic missiles in far 
western  Nebras-
ka. 
The facility does not house any 
nuclear weapons and the security 
of the base's 200 nuclear missiles 
throughout southeastern 
Wyoming, northeastern 
Colorado  
and western Nebraska was not 
compromised, officials said. 
Both men were arrested by 
Mex-
ican authorities and were in cus-
tody in Juarez, Mexico, across the 
border 
from
 El Paso, Texas, base 
officials said. 
Military officials 
have  said there 
is no apparent link between the 
theft 
of
 weapons from the nuclear 
missile control center and the 
attacks on 
the  World Trade Center 
and the Pentagon.
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CAMERA
 ONE 
Mulholland
 
Drive,  
Fri: 4:10, 7, 
9:50; Sat/Sun: 
1:15,
 4:10, 
7,
 9:50; 
Mon/Tue:  
6:30,
 9:15; 
Wed:
 9:30; 
Thu:  6:30,
 
9:15.  
CAMERA
 3 
Focus,  Fri: 
5:10, 
7:20, 
9:30;  
Sat/Sun:
 
12:55,
 3, 
5:10,  7:20, 
9:30;  Mon/Wed:
 5:10, 
7:20,  9:30.
 Donnie 
Darko, 
Fri:  
9:10; Sat:
 12:45, 3, 
9:10;  Sun 
/Tue:  9:10; 
Wed: 
9:30.  The 
Endurance,
 Fri: 
5, 7:10, 
9:20; 
Sat/Sun: 
12:45, 2:50,
 5, 7:10, 
9:20; 
Mon -Wed: 
5,
 7:10, 9:20.
 
The  Closet, 
Fri/Sat:
 5:20, 7:15;
 
Sun: 7:15; 
Mon/Tue:  5:20, 7:15; 
Wed: 5:20. San 
Jose Jewish Film 
Festival, Children 
of
 Chabanes 
w/One Day 
Crossing,  Sun: I. 
Hanna's
 War, Sun: 4; Molly:The 
Goldbergs,
 Wed: 7:30. 
TOWNE 
Waking Life, Fri: 4:55, 
7:05,  
9:15; 
Sat/Sun:
 2:45, 4:55, 
7:05,  9:15; Mon -Wed: 4:55, 7:05, 
9:15. The 
American  Astronaut,
 
Fri:
 5:15, 7:15, 
9:15;  Sat/Sun: 
3:15,
 5:15, 7:15, 9:15; 
Mon -Wed: 
5:15, 
7:15,  9:15 
Spriggan,
 Fri: 
5:30, 7:30,
 9:30; 
Sal/Sun:  3:30,
 
5:30, 7:30, 9:30;
 Mon -Wed: 5:30,
 
7:30,
 9:30. 
LOS GATOS
 CINEMA 
Bread 
And 'fillips, 
Fri: 6:50; 
Sat/Sun: 
2:05,  6:50; 
Mon -Wed: 
6:30. 
Mulholland  
Drive, 
Fri:
 4:05, 7, 
9:45; 
Sat/Sun:  
1:10, 4:05,
 7,9:45;
 
Mon
-Wed: 4:50,
 7:45. 
Ghost  
World,  Fri
-Sun: 
4:25,  9:15; 
Mon -
Wed:
 4:10, 8:45.
 
RESTAURANTS
 
FOSTERS
 
FREEZE  
See  the 
coupon 
on this 
page
 and get
 two 
burgers
 for the 
price of one.
 Don't 
forget
 our 
combo  deal.
 698 No.
 
4th 
St. 
YOUR
 
LISTING
 
HERE?  
Want 
to tell 
the  
27,000
 
students,
 
faculty
 and
 staff 
at San 
Jose
 State 
University
 about 
your 
theater,
 club, 
restaurant
 
or
 event? 
Contact 
us at 
408  924-3270 
amd ask 
for
 Spartantainment!
 
Security
 forces like the one in 
which Kelsey 
belonged  guard and 
patrol missile alert 
facilities, 
launch facilities and 
missile
 fields, 
Arkenberg said. 
Led
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wt. Nol good wft 
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Anthrax
 
scare  
affects
 
credit 
card  companies
 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) 
- Con-
sumer advocates and 
some law-
makers want a 
nationwide tem-
porary 
moratorium  on fees
 for 
late payments of 
credit  card bills 
because of 
mail
 delays 
resulting
 
from the 
terror attacks 
and the 
anthrax scare. 
"Consumers
 should not
 face 
penalties for 
late  payments 
caused by acts 
of
 terrorism," 
Frank 
Torres, legislative 
counsel 
for 
Consumers
 Union, 
said  at a 
hearing Thursday
 by a House 
Financial Services
 subcommit-
tee. 
Rep. Maxine 
Waters,  D -Calif , 
suggested it would
 be "patriotic" 
for the Visa and MasterCard
 net-
works
 to direct their tens of thou-
sands of 
member
 banks to sus-
pend charging late fees for 30 or 
60 days. 
But  Richard Fischer, an attor-
ney representing 
Visa  USA Inc., 
told Waters, "The 
members are 
doing that" already. 
Many banks 
that  issue Visa 
cards have helped
 customers who 
were directly or indirectly affect-
ed by the 
Sept.  11 attacks by 
waiving late fees 
and  interest 
charges on 
accounts, Fischer 
said.
 
Lawmakers
 of both parties 
recited  a litany of complaints 
against credit card  companies: 
despite 
nine interest -rate cuts 
this 
year  by the Federal Reserve,
 
rates on many card accounts 
have remained
 relatively high; 
card 
companies  continue to trick 
consumers with small print 
detailing terms and 
conditions  
and with sudden changes
 in 
rates. 
The average
 interest rate on 
credit 
cards  is currently aroun 
14.6 
percent.  
THEATERS  AVAILABLE FOR RE 
CALL DEWS S.C., (408) 998,3022 
Edmund 
Mierzwinski,
 con-
sumer
 program 
director  at 
Public
 
Interest 
Research  
Group,  urged 
Congress  
to enact 
legislation
 
requiring  credit 
card companies
 
to suspend
 through 
year's end 
all 
late fees 
and  the use 
of late pay-
ment 
information
 in 
consumers'  
credit 
records.  
The  
consumer
 
group  also 
released  a 
survey 
on
 bank 
fees
 
showing  
that
 large 
banks  
contin-
ue
 to charge
 customers
 higher 
fees  than 
smaller  banks 
and 
credit 
unions.  The 
difference 
is 
an average 
$75 a year, the 
survey 
found.  
Consumers
 who have trou-
ble
 maintaining 
minimum bal-
ances in their 
checking  accounts
 
are  particularly 
hard hit, it 
said.   
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U.S.
 
warplanes
 
target
 
Afghan 
capital
 
for  first  time since 
Sunday  
KABUL,
 
Afghanistan
 
(AP)
 - 
American  
warplanes  
raided 
Kabul  on 
Thursday  
for the 
first  
time  in four 
days, striking
 targets 
on the 
northern 
edge  of the 
capi-
tal.  The 
strikes
 came after
 U.S. 
jets 
pounded
 Taliban 
front  lines 
and other strongholds. 
Early
 Friday,
 
heavy
 
8-52  
bombers pounded the
 front line 
north of Kabul
 in what 
opposition  
forces said were
 some of the 
fiercest 
bombardments
 yet. More 
than 15 bombs were dropped over 
several hours. 
American military advisers on 
the ground in 
opposition territory 
appeared to be directing the fire, 
said opposition official Saeed 
Hussain Anwari, on the front 
in 
Gulbahar.
 
Three 
loud  
explosions,
 which 
appeared  to be 
in the 
capital's
 
Khair Khana 
district, could 
be 
heard before 
midnight Thursday. 
Taliban  gunners 
responded  with 
bursts of 
anti-aircraft
 fire. 
The targets 
under  attack could 
not 
be determined 
because
 of a 
nighttime curfew,
 but Ithair 
Khana includes a 
number of air 
defense and weapons storage 
sites.
 
It was unclear why the
 United 
States was resuming the strikes 
on Kabul. The last attack on the 
capital occurred Sunday morning 
and was apparently aimed at Tal-
iban targets to the north and east 
of the city. 
Earlier 
Thursday,
 American 
planes carried out
 airstrikes 
FAX:  
408-924-3282
 
around the Kala 1Cata garrison in 
northern Takhar province.
 Kala 
Kata is a Taliban garrison block-
ing the road to Talocian, which 
the opposition northern alliance 
lost in September 2000. If the 
alliance retakes Talocian, it would 
be easier for them 
to get supplies 
from 
neighboring  Uzbekistan. 
The  raids came as Turkey, a 
NATO member, became
 the first 
Muslim 
nation
 to commit troops 
to U.S.-led 
coalition.  The Turkish
 
government  announced 
it would 
send a 90
-member  special forces 
unit to 
train  the troops 
of the 
northern 
alliance.
 
In 
Washington, 
Secretary  of 
Defense Donald H. 
Rumsfeld  said 
the 
Pentagon  has 
several  more 
teams of 
special  forces ready 
to go 
into
 
Afghanistan
 to 
improve 
coor-
dination
 
with
 
opposition
 
forces.
 
Rumsfeld
 
was  
joined  
at 
a 
Pen-
tagon news
 
conference
 by Gen. 
Richard
 
Myers,
 
chairman
 
of
 the 
Joint
 
Chiefs  
of 
Staff,  
who  
report-
ed strikes 
Wednesday
 on a 
cave  
complex
 
near
 
Kabul.  
The 
Taliban
 
and 
Osama
 bin
 
Laden's  
al-Qaida
 
network,
 
he
 said,
 use 
these
 caves
 
as
 secure
 
locations  
for 
personnel,
 
ammunition
 and 
equipment.
 
He 
said 
a 
large  
secondary
 
explosion
 
shown 
in a 
video
 clip 
"seems  
to 
indicate  
we
 may
 have
 
hit  
ammunition
 or 
fuel in 
that 
cave." 
In 
Afghanistan,
 
opposition
 
spokesman
 
Waisuddin
 
Salik  said 
U.S.
 jets 
struck  a 
Taliban 
fuel 
and  
ammunition
 dump
 near 
the oppo-
sition -controlled Bagram air base 
on the 
Kabul front overnight, 
destroying three fuel tanks and 
two trucks. 
It was not immediately clear 
whether 
he and Myers were 
referring to the same
 strike. 
In other developments: 
- A statement attributed to 
bin Laden and broadcast 
Thurs-
day 
on
 the Qatari -based Al-
Jazeera satellite 
channel  criti-
cized the 
government of 
Muslim
 
Pakistan for standing
 "under the 
banner of the cross" and 
called  on 
Pakistanis to 'make 
Islam victo-
rious." 
- In 
southern  
Afghanistan,  
foreign journalists 
were
 taken to 
Kili 
Chokar,
 a village 
where  their 
Taliban 
escorts
 said 92 
people 
CLASSIFIED
 
died
 in a U.S. air raid. 
But  at the 
cemetery, 
reporters  counted 
only 
about
 15 graves. 
Golbar  Khan, a 
resident 
brought
 forward by 
the 
Taliban,
 said several
 bodies had 
been  buried 
in a single 
grave. The 
report that
 it was a 
U.S.  
airstrike
 
that hit the 
village  10 days 
ago 
could not be  
confirmed 
indepen-
dently. The
 United 
States  has 
accused the 
Taliban of 
inflating  
casualty counts. 
Despite 
stepped -up 
U.S.
 fire 
power,  there 
were  no changes
 
Thursday 
in the 
front  lines 
between
 the 
northern  
alliance
 
and the 
Taliban,  who 
are accused
 
of 
harboring
 the 
terrorists
 
responOible
 for 
the  Sept. 
11 
attacks 
on
 the World
 Trade 
Cen-
ter and the 
Pentagon.  
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EMPLOYMENT
 
General
  
BASKETBALL
 
COACHES  
needed at 
Sacred 
Heart  School
 
in Saratoga. Pay 
is
 
$500-5600  
per 
team
 for 
seascs.  Must
 have 
knowled ge Of 
& experience 
with sport. 
Contact  Sandy 
408-867-6221  ext. 142 
OFFICE ASST IVI-F, 1-5pm $9/hr 
Answer
 phones, data entry 
Balloon
 co. Fun atmosphere. 
Call Jana
 
@ 408-866-8206 
MAKE 
$1000+/MONTH
 
Around Your 
Schedule!
 
Start 
Your  Own Business with 
A Multi -Billion $$ 
Telecom
 
Co. 
FREE Seminar -7pm, 
Thursday  
Wellesley House,
 5405 Stevens 
Creek Blvd., 
Santa  Clara. 
PRESENT
 THIS AD AT 
DOOR. 
CATERING  - Want
 to work at 
some
 of the most 
fun & exciting 
parties  in the Bay
 Area? 
Catered
 
Too is 
now  hiring 
friendly  and 
professional
 
individuals
 to 
join  
our 
catering team.
 Earn money
 
& have 
fun at the 
same time.
 
Starting
 pay varies 
with  experi-
ence. Flexible hours 
Please
 
contact Alia 
at 295-6819.
 
TEACH 
DRIVING - Good Pay, 
Fun.Job. Work
 when you want. 
Car & training provided. Must be 
over 21 & HS grad 408-971-7557 
OPTOMETRIST ASSISTANT 
needed.
 Wed, Fri, & 
Sat.
 58-
$12/hr. 
Call  Dr. Luu 364-9988 
or fax 364-0518. 
BICYCLE MESSENGERS 
Looking for your not so traditional 
bike messengers. You don't 
need experience we'll train you. 
You 
will  need a bike, lock, 
helmet & common sense. All 
welcome to appy for this fun, 
flexible,  outdoors job. Apply in 
person at Inner City Express 
22 W. Saint 
John St. San Jose. 
Cross street
 is N. First. 
ATTENTION:
 SJSU STUDENTS
 
Part-time  work available 
with 
flexible  hours (5-30 
hours/week) 
 Internships possible 
 All majors may 
apply 
 
Scholarships 
awarded 
annually  
 Some 
conditions
 apply
 
 Start
 at 17.25 
BASE  
appt.
 
 Earn 
$85-
 
$500 
per week 
 
Gain  
valuable
 
experience  in 
customer  
service  & 
sales 
 No 
experience  
necessary
 
 
Extensive
 training 
provided 
 
Endorsed  
by National
 
Academic  
Advisory  Board 
Call 
615-1500  
10am 
-4pm  
wwwworkforstudents.com/sjsu
 
ABCOM  
PRIVATE
 
SECURITY  
Student
 
Friendly  
- Training
 
All Shifts 
Open
 - Grave 
Bonus  
Call 
Now,
 
408-247-4827
 
DEUVERY
 DRIVERS 
Party 
rental  business. 
Perfect  
for 
Students!
 Earn
 
$250
 eve 
weekend!
 Must have
 reliable 
truck or 
van. Heavy
 lifting is 
required.  408-292-7876. 
For
 Part -Time and 
Full -Time 
Positions,
 call 
HALLMARK
 
PERSONNEL  
Staffing
 Scon 
Valley
 since 1983
 
Office 
jobs in 
local companies 
Students/grads/career
 change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct
 
Hire  
Sunnyvale
 to 
Redwood
 City 
Phone  (650) 
320-9698 
Fax  (650) 
320-9688  
www 
hallmarkpersonnel
 
corn
 
SGET
 
MID 
For  Your OpinionsIS 
Earn 
$15-$125
 & 
more
 per 
survey,  
www 
money4opinions
 
corn 
81000'S
 
WEEKLY!?  
Stuff 
envelopes
 
at 
home
 for
 
$2 
each
 
plus 
bonuses.
 Fa, 
KT.  
Make
 
$800+ 
weekly,
 
guaranteed!
 
Free 
supplies.  
For 
details  
send
 
1 
stamp  
to N-28, PMB 552. 
12021 
Wilshire
 Bl. 
Los 
Angeles,  
CA
 90025 
Certain
 advertisements
 In 
these  columns 
may  refer the 
reader
 to specific 
telephone  
numbers  or 
addresses  for 
additional
 information
 
Classified 
readers
 should be 
reminded  
that,  when 
making 
these 
further  
contacts,
 they 
should 
require 
complete  
Information
 before
 sending 
money 
for goods
 or services
 
In 
addition,  
readers
 should
 
carefully
 
investigate
 all
 firms 
offering 
employment
 
listings  
or 
coupons
 for
 discount
 
vacations
 or 
merchand
 I se 
FOOD SERVICE, 
Espresso  Bar, 
Host, 
PT avail. Lunch or 
dinners.  
Busy 
restaurant in 
S'vale.
 $10 03-
51025
 to start. Call 
Wendy 
733-9331
 or 733-9446.
 
ATTN:  NURSING,
 HEALTH 
SCI.,  
& SOCIAL 
WORK
 STUDENTS. 
Planned  
Parenthood  Mar
 Monte 
is seeking 
Medical 
Assistants  & 
Prenatal 
Coordinator,  Be 
Part of 
of
 a 
committed
 team 
of
 profes-
sionals in 
providing 
exciting,  new 
leading
 
edge services 
in strong 
community
 
based clinics. PT/FT. 
Apply: 
1691  The 
Alameda,  SJ,
 
95126.
 Fax
 
408-971-6935.  
Email: 
sanjosehrOppmarmonte.org.
 
Web:  
www.ppmarmonte.org.
 
LICENSED  
NUTRITIONIST
 
Lead
 nutrition 
conditioning
 class 
in 
San  Jose. 
Monday-Frday.
 Per
 
Diem/ 
No 
benefits,
 6 
hrs/week.
 
Call
 Peter 
408-295-0228.
 
Resume:
 730 
Empey  
Way,
 San 
Jose 95128
 or fax 
408-295-2957.  
CUSTOMER  
SERVICE 
SALES 
Immediate
 positions available in 
busy year-round
 Swim school.
 
AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday
 
positions
 available. Must 
have 
strong 
computer
 skills and 
excellent 
telephone  personality. 
Complimentary
 athletic mem-
bership included.
 Apply
 
at AVAC 
Swim 
School 5400 
Camden
 
Ave. 
Si
 
95124. 
408-445-4917
 
Now interviewing!!!
 Call today!!! 
GROOMER'S 
ASST.  / KENNEL 
help needed for small
 exclusive 
shop
 and kennel. PT, 
Tues-Sat.  
Must be reliable, honest,
 able to 
do 
physical  work. Prefer exp 
working  w/ dogs, 
but  will train. 
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 
FAX resume to 
408/377-0109
 or 
Call 
371-9115.
 
S35-S85/HRI
 Wear 
costume 
events 4 ktls, S 
Bey+  SF. FUN! Must 
have oar, be aval 
vAnds.  No
 
exp 
reqd.
 WM train Cal 831-457-8166.
 
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! 
Local valet company  in search 
of
 enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals to 
work  at nearby 
malls, hotels & private events. 
FT/PT available. We will work 
around your busy school 
schedule. Must 
have
 clean 
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good 
money. Call 867-7275. 
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/ 
children w/ autism. Competitive 
pay. Flex 
hours. Psy, Ed, OT. Sp 
Ed, Child
 Des
 
& related fields 
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad 
TELEMARKETING
 part/lull-time
 
Newspaper 
subscriptions.  Near 
SJSU. 
fiWty+Commission.
 Call 
408-494-0200  
9am-9pm.  
Assist.
 
Management
 position also
 avail. 
GIRLS
 
P/T 
AFTER -SCHOOL 
COUNSELORS
 positions
 10-15 
hours/week
 $10/hour
 Cover 
letter and resume to 
Dept. MD, 
Fax
 
408-287-8025.
 Email 
personnel
 
@ 
girlscoulsolscc.org
 
See 
wWW,  
giffscoutsofscc.org
 for 
details & 
other positions  
ANEOE 
DRIVING 
INSTRUCTORS  
Immed
 openings, 
full
 or part 
time. 
Will  train, must 
be 21 
512.00/hr  to 
start.  
768-0566
 
RECEPTIONIST,  
flexible 
scheduling.  768-0566 
SANDWICH  / 
SALAD 
MAKER  
PT 
nights.
 Busy 
restaurant  in 
S'vale. $8.75
 to start. 
Call
 Wendy 
733-9331
 or 733-9446
 
TAKE A 
SEMESTER  OFF! 
SKI for
 FREE! 
Come Work at 
ASPEN SKIING 
COMPANY 
www.jobswithaltitude.com
 
1-800-525-6200 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MAJORS  
HOPE  Rehabilitation 
Services, 
a non-profit agency which 
offers 
a 
variety of quality services
 for 
adults who have developmental
 
disabilities has part and full time 
employment  opportunities.
 EOE/AA 
 Companion: Assist 
clients
 
with  daily living skills,
 such 
as grocery shopping. PT, 
$10/hour. Must have own 
transportation. 
Roommate:
 
Free rent in 
exchange  for 5 
overnights, 
10 hours/week 
training 
with  client. 
Call LYNNE: (408) 
282-0415. 
 Instructor: Implement
 day 
activity  program in team
 
environment,
 assist clients in 
job training. 
FT.  $1785/month 
& 
excellent
 benefits. 1:1 Aide: 
Supervise clients 
with  special 
needs
 in day program. 8am-
1:30pm 
or 9:30am-3pm. M -F. 
$10,Thr. Substitute: Day activity 
program.  PT. 
$10/hour.  
Call CATHY 
(408) 282-0459.
 
 Job Coach:
 Provide job 
training for 
clients  at work 
site  
in community.
 Clean DMV, CA 
drivers'
 
tic,, own 
transportation. 
$19951mo & 
excellent  benefits. 
Call: Valerie 
(408)  748-2890. 
Please visit our website at www. 
hopedirectorg/employment html. 
All 
majors  
welcome.
 
$
 EARN EXTRA 
CASH
 
$
 
Up to $600/month 
Become a 
Sperm  Donor 
Healthy males. 19-40
 years old 
Univ.  Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California Cryobank
 
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-430 
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Located in San Jose, we are a 
growing 
community based 
nonprofit  established in 1973. 
As a multi 
service
 agency, our 
diverse
 services include 
language & culturally -proficient 
mental health 
services, senior 
services,  youth services, 
a 
primary  care health clinic 
and a domestic
 violence 
prevention/education program. 
We
 are hiring for the following 
FT/ PT 
positions: 
Mental Health Counselors: 
Provide direct mental 
health 
rehabilitiation services to 
agency's clients.
 
Requirements: BA/MA
 in 
behavioral  sciences or 
related
 
field, fluent in vietnamese
 
a plus. 
Youth  
Counselors:
 
Provide 
counseling  assistance 
to youths.
 Requirements: 
BA/BS is behavioral 
sciences
 
or equivalent 
experience.  
Family Advocates Domestic 
Violence  
Program:
 
Provide 
counseling  and 
guidance at emergency 
shelter for battered women.
 
Requirements: BA/BS
 
in 
behavioral sciences 
or
 
equivalent experience. 
Volunteers Always Needed! 
Send resumes to:
 
AACI
 
Human 
Resources 
2400 
Moorpark  Ave. $300
 
San Jose, CA 95128 
Fax  (408) 975-2745 
Email- roland 
acupidoOaaciorg  
FAST
 CASH! FUN FOOD 
SVC 
JOBS! $11-$15/hr. Experience
 
pref. 
Call  now 408-292-6579. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Childcare/Nannies
 
NANNY 
JOBS 
Part-time 
mornings/afternoons:
 
$15 - $20/hour. 
.2-3
 full days per week: 
$300 - $600/week. 
Full-time
 up to $3500/month.
 
Scutt  Bay, Penirsula,
 & East Bay. 
NO FEE 
TO REGISTER!!! 
Call Town & 
Country  
Resources
 
1-888-772-3999
 
WWW.TANDCR.COM
 
CHILDCARE
 
AFTERSCHOOL
 
for 3 kids.
 Must drive, have
 exp., 
be creative & 
love children. 
Must be available
 M -F, 2-6pm. 
Salary: $10/hr. 
408-694-0495.  
CHILD 
CARE/NANNY
 PT & 
FT
 
Established 
Los Gatos 
agency  
seeks warm,
 caring students 
for
 part and 
full
 time 
nanny 
positions. 
We list
 only the best
 jobs! 
Hours flexible
 around 
school
 
from 15 
hrshvk
 to full time. 
$15-$18/HR  
STANFORD 
PARK
 NANNIES 
408-395-3043
 
www spnannies 
com  
EMPLOYMENT
 
Recreation/Swim
 etc. 
RECREATION 
LEADER, City of 
San Jose, $12.05 
hr. starting. 
Rewarding 
job for someone 
who  
enjoys working 
with  youth. Here's 
your opportunity 
to make a differ-
ence in a 
child's  life,  seeking 
candidates w/leadership, organi-
zation
 8 problem 
solving
 skills to 
implement
 exciting 
after school 
programs  
Hours: M -F 
afternoons  
and Sat mornings.
 Candidates 
must  have a high 
school
 diploma 
or equrv. & 
pass
 a background 
check before starting their work 
assignment.  For more informa-
tion contact the 
Hiring Unit 
979-7826
 or 
download
 00 
http://jobs.cityofsj.org.  
SPORT CLUB COORDINATOR 
This 
position
 oversees 
the day-
to-day operations of 
active 
Sports  Club & Entry/Recreation 
areas. 
Must
 have current
 
Certifications
 in CPR and 
First 
Aid. Must provide examples 
of 
program 
coordination and 
implementation.
 Ability to work a 
flexible 
schedule  is required. 
Requires
 a BA degree with 2-3 
years of 
Sport Club/Fitness
 
Facility 
supervision.
 $2549-
$3314 
per mo., plus 
benefits. 
Call M F, 9am-5pm 
for app. 
408-924-6310.
 Apply 
on line 
www
 
union.sjsu.edu. Deadline 
11/9/01 
by
 5pm. 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS 
& 
LIFEGUARDS  
No experience
 nee. Will 
train.
 
Flexible hours. Fun 
environment.  
Central 
YMCA 351-6323. 
SUBSTITUTE  
RECREATION
 LEADERS 
Join 
the  SMALL 
WORLD  
SCHOOLS
 team as a 
Substitute  
Teacher/
 Rec Leader & enjoy 
the 
flexibility you need
 Small 
World
 
Schools
 is  looking 
for students 
wanting  to work 
with children 
in 
our before and
 after school 
care
 
programs.
 As a 
substitute
 you
 
can 
choose  
which  
days
 you're
 
available for 
work
 
The only 
requirement 
is 
your
 
desire  
to work 
with 
children
 
ages  
5 through 
12
 years 
in a fun 
recreation
 
type
 
atmosphere.
 
Call  
408-283-9200
 
today for 
an 
interview,or
 
fax 
your
 resume
 
to 
408-283-9201.
 
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS
 & 
LIFE-
GUARDS
 
needed
 in San
 Jose 
for 
Easter  Seals
 Bay 
Area.  
Monday
-Friday, 
FT/benefits  
& 
PT/benefits.
 Call 
Peter  or 
Jacob  
295-0228.
 Resume: 730
 Empey 
Way, 
San  Jose 95128 
or fax 
408-295-2957.
 
EASTER
 SEALS BAY
 AREA 
seeks 
Activitiy  Aides, PT 
with 
benefits
 to work w/ children
 ages 
13 
- 22 with 
developmental
 
disabilities in 
San Jose, Monday -
Friday,
 $9.78/hr. Call Ron 
Halog,  408-295-0228.
 Resume:
 
730
 Empey Way,
 San Jose 
95128 or fax 
408-295-2957.  
HEAD 
LIFEGUARD  FT with 
benefits.  Supervise 
year  round 
aquatic staff, in large 
facility.  
Duties 
include,
 but are not limited 
to 
supervision,
 training, risk 
mgmt. & 
member
 relationships. 
Resumes open until 
position filled. 
Previous lifeguard 
experience a 
must Applicant 
must  be over 21. 
Send resumes to: Central YMCA 
1717 The
 Alameda, San 
Jose. CA 
95126.
 Call 408-351-6326 for info. 
NOW HIRING
 RECREATION 
Leaders, 
89-512/fir, flex hours, 
weekdays.  Work with children in 
the Los Gatos - 
Saratoga area. 
Contact Laurie Boswell  B 408-
354-8700 x 224. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Education/Schools  
PRESCHOOL  
TEACHERS 
Great Pay 
Excellent 
Benefits.  
Flexible 
Work 
Schedule.  
4 0 8 - 2 2 5 - 7 7 0 0 
www.tempcare.corn
 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Special Ed & Regular Class. 
$10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. 
Dist. Call 867-3424 
x504 for info 
& 
application.
 Immediate Need. 
TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS 
P/T 
Instructors Elem. Schools 
Degres/Credental NOT Required. 
Opportunity
 for teaching exp 
Need Car. VM (408) 287-4170 
ext 408 EOE/AAE 
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS,
 
ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES
 
Thinking about a 
career  working 
with children
 or teens? The 
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is 
hiring Center Directors, Asst. 
Directors,
 Teachers and Aides 
Programs located thoughout
 
San 
Jose,  Cupertino, 
Santa  
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga, 
Campbell, 
Evergreen,  Milpitas. 
Berryessa, Morgan
 Hill, Gilroy & 
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time 
positions available - flexible 
hours around school. Fun 
staff 
teams, great experience
 work-
ing with children, 
career 
advancement, excellent FT/PT 
benefrts&
 training 
opportunities  
For more information & Iccabons: 
Visit our WEB page at: 
www.scvymca.org  
Fax resume to: 408-351-6477 
Erroll: 
YMCAlobescvymcaorg  
CHILDCARE
 DIRECTOR 
for 
quality 
recreation
 program 
serv-
ing 2-12 
year
 olds. Must 
enjoy 
leading art, games
 and group 
activities. 
Flexible
 hours, 
days.  
eves & 
weekends.  FT. Team 
environment.  
Benefits  available. 
Child Dev. units 
required. Email 
kidsparkOkidspark.com
 or FAX 
resume to 
408-260-7366,  or call 
408-260-7929 for 
an
 interview. 
KidsPark,  
Inc.
 
WANT  TO EARN EXTRA 
MONEY  
AND 
LOVE 
CHILDREN? 
TOP PAY -Immediate ternp/pemi
 
positions
 PT & FT as 
Teachers  
at ECE & After School 
Programs  
(408)  
287-3222.  
TEACHERS, 
TEACHER'S
 AIDES, 
SUBS AND 
RECREATION
 LEADERS 
Enjoy working with kids?
 Join 
the 
team at Small 
World  
Schools, 
get  great experience
 
WORKING 
WITH
 CHILDREN 
AGES 
5-12 years in our before 
and after school rec. 
programs  
SMALL 
WORLD  SCHOOLS 
offers competiNe pay, health 
benefits for 30 + hrs, 
excellent  
training, and a fun work environ-
ment. We can often offer 
flexible  
hours around your school 
schedule. This is a great job 
for both men and women. 
Call 408-283-9200,
 ext. 10 or 
fax resume 
to 408-283-9201. 
Part-time 
employees
 needed 
with or without
 units in ECE. art, 
recreation, music, dance, phys ed, 
human services, 
social  welfare, 
nursing, 
psychology, sociology 
home economics,
 or elementary 
education.
 
HEAD TEACHERS 
TEACHERS /AIDES
 
I/T/P & SCHOOL
-AGE 
For a 
High -Quality, 
Non
-Profit
 Organization. 
We 
want  YOU -an 
enthusiastic,  
energetic individual
 to complete 
our 
team! 
Come play, learn & earn 
$55 
while  you attend morning or 
evening
 classes! Palo 
Alto  
Community
 Child Care, voted 
Test 
Child  Care in Palo Alto" 
operates 18 
programs in Palo 
Alto. 
Accredited  Programs. 
PT or FT, or 
create  your own 
schedule  of hours and days as a 
Substitutes!
 our 18 centers. 
12+ ECE req. BA,BS 
in relat-
ed field OK in lieu 
of ECE for 
school -age teachers.
 $11+/hr., 
depending on exp., plus full 
benefits  at 20 
hours/week:  
Medical,
 Acupuncture/Chiro., 
Dental, 
Vision. Ins. 
(employer -
paid)  11 
Holidays   10 days of 
Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs; 20 
days at 5+yrs.  12 days Sick  
Tuition
 Reirnb. 
 Retirement Plan  
Monthly Staff Training. Special 
Rate for Employee  Child 
Care.  
Call (650) 
493-2361 for appli-
cation information or fax resume 
to (650) 
493-0936.  Visit us at 
WW1N.paccc.corn. EOE. 
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / 
PRIMARY
 PLUS seeking 
Infant,
 
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides. F/T & P/T 
positions  
available. Substitute positions
 
are also available
 that offer 
flexible hours. 
ECE units are 
required
 for Teacher positions
 
but not 
req.  for Aide positions.
 
Excellent
 opportunity 
for
 
Child 
Development
 majors Please 
call Cathy 
for an interview at 
408-244-1968
 or fax resume to 
408-248-7350 
DAILY
 
CLASSIFIED
 - LOCAL  RATES 
FOR  
NATIONAL/AGENCY  RATES CALL 
408-924-3277
 
Print
 your ad here. Line is 
30 spaces, including 
letters,  numbers, 
punctuation
 & spaces between 
words. 
UULILIQUICILIQUUULILICIULILIQUIV:ILICCIIJLIULIQU
 
LICILICILIULIQUILILILILILILJUUUJUUULICILILILILIQUI
 
Ad 
Rates:
 3 -line 
minimum  
One Two
 Three 
Four  Five 
Day 
Days
 Days 
Days
 Days 
3 lines
 
$5 $7 
$9 
511 
$13 
Rate 
increases  
$2
 for each 
additional 
line per ad 
Rate 
increases
 $2 for 
each 
additional  
day  
FREQUENCY 
DISCI:NATI;  
20
 + 
consecutive  
issues  
receive
 10% 
off,  
40 
+ consecutive
 issues 
receive 
20%  off 
50 + 
consecutive
 issues 
receive 25%
 off 
Local
 rates apply
 to Sent. 
Clara  County
 advertisers
 
end 
SJSU  
students,
 staff & 
faculty 
First
 line in 
bold 
for no extra
 charge up to 25 spaces 
Additional
 words
 may 
be 
set  on bold
 type 
Al
 a per ad 
charge
 of 
$3
 
per  
word  
Name
 
Addreee 
CAY&Sum. 
DO 
00de  
Phone
 
Send check or money
 order to: (No Credit Cards 
Accepted)  
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
 
Classified desk
 is located
 in 
Dwight  
Bente' Hall. 
Room
 209 
MI Deadline 1000 a m two 
weekdays
 before 
publication 
 All ads are prepaid  No 
refunds  
on canceled
 ads 
 Rates for 
consecutive
 publication
 
dates  only 
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 
924-3277 
Please 
check
 I 
one 
classification:
 
Lost and 
Found  
_Rental  
Housing  
Announcements
 __Shared Housing 
Campus
 Clubs
 _Real Estate 
Greek Messages 
_Services
 
Events 
__Health/Beauty  
Volunteers 
_Sports/Thnlls
 
For 
Sale 
_Insurance
 
Electronics 
__Entertainment
 
Wanted 
_Travel 
Employment
 _ 
Tutonng 
Opportuntbes
 Word 
Processing  
SJSU 
STUDENT
 RATE:
 25% OFF - Rate 
applies
 to 
private
 party 
ads 
only, no discount for 
other
 persons  or 
businesses
 
Ads must be placed in person in DB 
209 
from 
10am 
to 3pm. STUDENT
 
ID REQUIRED.
 
* Lost
 & 
Found
 
ads  are offered free its a 
service to the campus 
community.
 
RENTAL
 
HOUSING  
GREEK 
MESSAGES
 
LARGE 2 BORN / 1 BATH APT 
2 blocks from SJSU $1275/mm
 
Newly Remodeled,  Parking. 
Laundry. 643 So. 8th St. 
408-378-1409 
1920'S CLASSIC 1BR/IBA for 
clean, quiet, sober financially 
responsible.
 1 parking. Yard. 
Hardwood floors. 551-55.3 So 6th. 
$10005
 up. Peter 408-746-1900
 
SPOTLESS 2 BDRM 1 BA APT. 
Parking, laundry, 2 biorls
 south 
of 
SJSU. 
$1300/mo.
 
408-559-1356.
 
SPACIOUS  1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
Live in luxury & walk to 
school! 
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full 
gym,
 on -site management, all 
appliances included, central NC. 
Stop by today for a tour. 
Open 
Monday  thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639 
SHARED
 
HOUSING
  
S.JSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
 3 
Female  and 1 Male Spaces 
Now Available 
 Fun & Friendly environment 
 5 minute walk to 
campus 
 Well-equipped kitchen 
 Computer and Study rooms 
 2 pianos & game rooms 
 Laundry facilities
 
 
Parking 
For American and International 
Students 
Call 924-6570
 or stop by 
for a tour. 360S. 111h St. between 
San 
Salvador
 & San Carlos. 
HEALTH / BEAUTY  
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
 TO get 
$$PAID$$  to lose -up to 30 lbs.  
in the next 30 days. 
Natural.  
Guaranteed. Call 408-297-5390
 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or 
800-550-4900. Free/Confidential. 
DELTA GAMMA 
Congratulates 
our 
Newest  Initiated Members!'!
 
Make 
the best of your DG 
years!  
WORD 
PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL  
WORD PROCESSING 
Theses, Term Papers, 
Group Projects, etc. 
All formats, including APA. 
Experienced. Dependable. 
Quick Return. Call Linda
 
(408) 264-4504. 
SERVICES
  
EDITOR / TUTOR: proofreading,
 
rewriting, help with writing and 
organizing.  Tutoring in English, 
literature, writing, reading, & 
math throurp beginning algebra. 
wwwfutoringandediting.com 
925-399-5098 
New Smile Choice Dental Ken 
(includes
 cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. Save 30% - 
60%.  For info 
call 
1-800-655-3225 or 
,.wAv.studentdental.corn  or 
WWW.goldenwestdental.com
 
INSURANCE
 
LOWEST AUTO
 INSURANCE 
Lowest Down Payment 
Easy Payment Plan 
Good Student Discount 
International Driver
 Welcomed 
No Driver 
Refused  
Call
 for 
Free  Quotes 
408-272-0312 
pnninsurOaol.com
 
PNN INSURANCE 
AGENCY  
LOST
 & FOUND 
LOST 
OR STOLEN 
YELLOW ADULT TRICYCLE 
Reward  For Return 
Call Ken Wynn, Paint Shop 
924-1923 
Daily  
Crossword
 
ACROSS  
1 Challenged 
6 
Usher's  
find 
10 Actor James - 
14 Flee to the JP 
15 Roof 
overhang  
16 Paddy harvest 
17 Jordan's capital 
18 Brownish -gray 
bird  
19 Vases 
20 
She  let down 
her 
hair 
22 Workbench
 
attachments
 
23 
Glance  
from 
Groucho
 
24 Bnght colors
 
26 
Hinder 
29
 Storm 
lights 
33 Keep 
on
 going 
34 In good 
condition
 
36 
Packet  of 
paper  
37 The Monkees' "-
Believer
 
38 
Droll 
person  
39 
"C'est  la 
40 
Qualified  
42 Sadder 
44 Like 
dishwater?  
45
 Indoor game 
47 
Chilliest  
49 
Nanny  
50 "Woe 
is mer 
51 Close
-fitting 
54 
Atom  
component 
58 Mine 
passage 
59 Hockey 
great 
Gordie 
61 
Hosiery  
color
 
82 
Net  
83
 Done
 with 
64 Below 
65 
Snacks  
86 
Section
 
67 
Pool 
member  
DOWN 
1 Chenshed 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
1=1121211ZICI
 CICIM
 NIMOY
 
mom 
o VI nEi LONE 
I:311v EMI 
VI 
EMIG
 OLIIDEZIE1 
121117114M  
IlL1161CIEM [211111:11ZI 
011:7111CINCI 11101313110
 
R A DM] El go 
s Eis 
s ION 
OM 
pig 
U.K 
E s Empomii 
P 
N C E R 
U 
Tin  
M.A.G.I.0  SLOE 
A.L.I.V.E PA 
TR()  
LEVEE E M.0 
TREND DAR 
0 2001 Untied Feature Syndicate 
2 Pnma donna 
Gluck
 
43 
mEadsityarywitnrim
 
5 
Went  into 
hibernation 
6 
Garment  maker 
7 Peerage 
member 
8 
NYC's  
Madison,  e g 
9 
Perfect  score 
11°1 
FScir eusahdencas r 
12
 Complexion 
problem
 
 
13 Promontory 
21 Zorro's marks 
22 Computer 
abbr  
24 Kitchen
 
appliance
25 Finale 
26 Trojan 
War  epic 
27 Ballroom dance 
228 
Hymn 
feasts 
9 
H 
 
30 It has skits and 
songs 
31 Carpentry 
items  
32
 Refine ore 
35 Young
 bird of 
prey
 
41 Octave intervals
 
42 
Glamour 
wrap 
43 Ruffle feathers 
44 Remote 
48 
to 
worry"  
48 Spiny 
plant 
50 
Warn
 
51 Like pets 
52 
Concept  
53 
Heart 
of the 
matter
 
54 Washstand
 
item 
55 Discourteous 
56 
Candid  
57 
Detective
 
Wolfe 
59
 Short 
fight 
60 Roe
 
EMMA 
MI MOW
 
EMMIN
 MEW 
MOM 
WM= 
MIIMM
 MEM
 
AMMINIMEM  
AIME
 
di= 
diNIM 
IMAM=  AIIMMEddd 
AIME AM= AIM 
MI 
MU 
MEM 
MINIM  MEM 
AMMOMME  
MEM=
 
WO= dm1111 
MAME AMEMMddill 
AIM ddEll MIME 
AMMO di= MEMO 
Amos MEM
 MEM 
6 
: 
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SPARTAN 
DAILY 
David Batton / 
Daikt Staff 
Sam Yang
 tends to a bloody 
nose
 between games 
during a rugby 
double  header 
at
 
Santa Clara Universi-
ty on 
Saturday.  
Men's
 rugby 
club  
trying
 to 
overcome
 
inexperience
 and 
mistakes  in 
a 
rebuilding
 season 
By Lisa 
Butt  
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
After  three 
balls were 
kicked 
over the 
fence  and 
into  the 
street, 
the San Jose 
State Uni-
versity  men's
 rugby club
 some-
how finished
 its game 
with the 
Santa Clara 
University  Broncos 
on 
Saturday. 
"This is 
a smaller 
field,"
 
inside 
center Jeff 
Welch  said. 
"Rugby
 fields are 
supposed  to be 
bigger
 than 
soccer  fields." 
The 
Spartans  lost
 to the 
Broncos, 22-7,
 in their 
second  
game of the preseason. 
"We made 
a couple key 
mis-
takes,"  hooker 
Matt Cluin 
said.  
Tony
 Hopkins, who
 plays in 
the lock 
position,  
said
 the 
teams' mistakes 
were kicking 
the ball 
out  of bounds
 and 
penalties.
 
"A lot are
 still 
learning,"
 Hop-
kins said. "We're
 still going 
through 
rebuilding."  
Welch 
said
 the club, which 
was founded in 
1970, was 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITV
 
No
 
PAIN
 
MEANS
 
No
 
GAIN
 
rebuilding last year after many 
of their seniors graduated. 
"A lot of our senior leadership 
left," Hopkins said. 
However, coach  Mike McDon-
ald said they have a terrific stu-
dent leadership with Hopkins,
 
Cluin and their captain Chris 
Hansen. 
"They are the foundation of 
the leadership," McDonald said. 
"They build the camaraderie." 
McDonald said 
he has been 
playing rugby for 
42
 years and 
has been coaching the SJSU 
men's rugby club
 for 13 years. 
The Spartans' record
 last 
season was 3-6 and was third 
in 
Division II, Cluin 
said.  
He said he believes the club 
will improve when the season 
starts. 
"Give us 
three  months, when 
the season opens, and we'll work 
as one, instead of fifteen individu-
als," he said.
 "We haven't played 
together long enough, so we don't 
know each other real
 well." 
McDonald agreed and said 
that their unity is 
building.  
Hopkins said 
even
 though it's 
hard to find players because 
SJSU is 
a commuter school, he 
said they still have a physical 
team. 
Cluin said he has seen some 
promise in the lineup. 
He said fullback Joe Perez is 
an outstanding rookie.
 
"It looks like he's been play-
 
"Give 
us three 
months,  when 
the  
season  
opens,
 and we'll 
work as 
one,
 instead of fifteen
 individuals. 
We haven't
 played together
 long 
enough, 
so
 we don't know each 
other  
well."  
- Matt Cluin, men's rugby club 
member
 
ing for years," he said. "He 
kicks real 
well."  
Cluin also said the club has 
three 
key  returning players. 
One is loose forward Manuel 
Lua, who was injured in last 
week's victory against 
Universi-
ty of San 
Francisco
 with a torn 
ligament  in his shoulder. 
"He's a real asset on the 
field," McDonald said. 
"He's 
extremely aggressive, hard -run-
ning player." 
Lua should return 
in Decem-
ber, 
McDonald said. 
Another key returning player 
Cluin said is Aaron 
Fagalde, 
who's returning for his fourth 
year. 
"He's a smart, intelligent 
player," Cluin said. 
"He's  not 
afraid to give a hit." 
Cluin said the last key 
returning 
player is Hopkins. 
"He hits hard and has a good 
And
 
that's
 the
 
name
 
of
 the
 
game
 
When
 you 
deal
 with ath-
letes, you
 deal with 
peo-
ple  from all
 walks of 
life. 
Al! 
walks  of life, 
however,  is not 
in 
English.  Or 
pronounceable.  
What  the 
hell am I 
talking 
about?
 
I'm talking 
about dealing 
with 
athletes' 
names, which
 I find amus-
ing. But 
they can be a 
problem. 
Names  aren't 
just a 
problem
 in 
sports, 
actually.  Or in 
journalism.  
Like 
that 
commercial  
with  pro-
nouncing 
the 
boss' 
name,  
"Dumas,"
 you 
don't  want 
to
 look 
like a 
dumbass  
misspelling  or 
mis-
pronouncing
 
someone's  
name.  
Especially  
people 
driven by 
egos  and, on 
occasion,  an 
imposing  
physique  
i.e., common
 athletes.
 
"That's
 Joe 
Smith?"  
"No, Jho 
Smythe."  
OK, 
some 
people
 come 
from 
other
 lands and 
ancestries, 
where 
KISS 
names   
Keep  It 
Simple,
 
Stupid  don't
 exist. 
But you 
got  to get it 
right.
 
I 
always 
avoided
 talking 
about 
pro basketball
 when I was a 
kid. I 
liked 
one  player a lot.
 Trouble is, 
Dan 
Majerle
 is pronounced
 like 
Bob  Marley, not majorly. 
And getting
 names right
 isn't 
always the right
 thing. Over the 
years,
 I've covered high 
school  
sports, and some
 athlete wants 
his  
nickname in the 
article.
 Usually, I 
don't see a reason why the brag-
gart should be known 
as anything 
else but his real name. 
You need to earn a nickname
 in 
my book. You do things that have 
people drop 
their mouth on the 
floor, you earn a name like Magic 
Johnson, instead 
of Earvin John-
son, or Rocket Ismail instead of 
Raghib Ismail. 
But not all nicknames are in 
good taste. Take the Philadelphia
 
76ers "Speedy"
 Craig Claxton, for 
instance. This guy is 
coming  off an 
ankle injury, so 
he
 won't be zip-
ping down the court, I think. 
And 
don't get
 me 
started
 on 
Rick  Fox. The
 Lakers' 
forward
 has 
the
 locker room
 nickname
 Osama 
bin Laden,
 for his 
appearance  
 
this
 I read from 
a source 
that  was 
printed
 before the
 Sept. 11 
attacks. 
Too bad 
he
 doesn't 
tear  up the 
court as 
well as the
 notorious
 ter-
rorist. 
And
 then 
there's  some 
names 
that 
you have
 to 
wonder
 about,
 
like 
Moochie  
Norris.  Just 
what  the 
hell makes 
you earn 
a name 
or
 
nickname 
like 
"Moochie?"  
learned
 
that
 nickname
 here in 
the office
 
by 
stealing 
everyone's
 food, 
so is 
this 
dude
 a thief
 or fat 
guy  like 
Oliver
 "Pig" 
Miller? 
God 
Shamingod
 still 
takes  the 
cake for
 the 
NBA.  Just
 edges 
out 
World  B. 
Free, 
Ruben  
Boumtje-
Boumtje
 and 
Bimbo  
Coles  for 
the 
cool 
name 
title.  But 
he 
probably  
had a 
lot of 
problems
 in 
personal  
greetings. 
"Hi, 
I'm 
God."  
"Uh,
 
sure."
 
Hockey,  
though,  
has the 
names 
that
 kill 
the eyes.
 I think
 this 
is 
why 
the 
sport  has
 never
 really
 
caught  on 
in the 
States.
 Come 
on, 
are you
 going 
to read
 on 
when  I 
put down 
...  
Joe 
Nieuwendyk
 
... or 
are 
you  
going  to 
reread
 
those
 two 
words 
until 
you 
think  
you
 have 
a clear
 
pronunciation?
 
"Nee-yoo  ...
 Nigh
-you
 ... 
wen -
dick?" 
Hockey
 is 
pretty 
bad 
with 
names.  Years
 ago I 
once had
 to 
write 
radio 
shorts  with 
the 
pho-
 D.S.
 Perez
 is the 
Daily 
Sports  
netic 
spelling of names
 for a col- 
Editor.  "A 
View
 
From  
the
 
Box"  
lege
 radio 
show 
host,  writing
 Sir- 
appears 
every  third
 Friday. 
gay Fed-er-off 
(Sergei  Federov) 
so 
he 
wouldn't  sound like
 an ass, 
pausing  for a few seconds
 to figure 
out how to say some
 Russian play-
er's 
name.  Unfortunately
 he bun-
gled up even more 
on basketball, 
sounding like 
a constipated 
12 -
year-old girl 
trying
 to say "Mah-
moud 
Abdul-Rauf."  
But hockey can
 also be cool 
with names. Take 
Jarome Iginla. 
He's one 
of
 the leading 
scorers  in 
the
 National Hockey 
League right 
now. 
He's also a black
 Canadian 
hockey player,
 not some guy
 from 
God knows 
where in 
Europe.
 
Europeans,
 particularly 
play-
ers from Finland 
and Sweden, can 
also have 
the  coolest 
names.
 
Jan 
Kurri, Sami 
Kapanen, Teemu
 
Selanne, 
Jere Karalahti, 
and my 
favorite,
 Kyosti 
Kadalainen,  are 
just a few 
examples. 
Those  names 
just roll 
off  the tongue
 better than,
 
say, Sammy Sosa. 
Baseball  players 
don't have 
that
 many cool 
names. I think
 the 
last name 
that sounded
 pretty 
cool  
was Steve Sax. 
And 
then there's 
football play-
ers. 
It seems like 
you can only
 play 
quarterback
 if 
your
 name 
sounds  
appropriate.
 And you 
can only 
be
 
successful
 if your 
name  has a 
ring 
to it. 
Like  Joe 
Montana,  
Steve  
Young
 or Fran 
Tarkenton.
 Bobby 
Hebert 
just  doesn't
 cut it. 
Proba-
bly for 
more
 than one
 reason, 
of
 
course. 
But
 does a 
cool name 
like Larry
 
Bird, 
Dan  
Marino,
 Hank 
Aaron 
or
 
Mario  Lemieux
 make 
you  a super-
star? 
Nah.  It 
just
 makes
 you 
easier  to 
remember.
 
Which 
may 
explain 
why a 
bad 
basketball
 player
 named
 
Frank  
Brickowski
 will
 always
 
have
 a 
special  
spot  in 
my 
heart.
 
Kim
 
blows
 it 
again  
as Yanks take a 3-2 
lead
 
NEW 
YORK 
(AP)
  
Another 
away  
from  defeat 
when  they series and moved  up 
on 
Brosius'  
jolt of 
midnight
 
magic,
 
another  
victimized 
closer  
Byung-Hyun
 
sacrifice. 
Soriano followed
 
with 
stunning
 
World  
Series  
win
 for 
Kim. 
a 
single  off 
losing  pitcher
 Albie 
the New
 York 
Yankees.
 
"1 can't be 
surprised.  
It just 
Lopez,
 
and 
Knoblauch
 
scored  
Scott 
Brosius  saved
 the 
Yan- 
happened  
the day 
before," Yan- 
ahead  of right  
fielder
 Reggie 
kees  with a 
two -out, 
two -run 
kees  
manager
 Joe Torre
 said. 
Sanders' 
throw.  
homer 
in the 
ninth 
inning,
 then 
Once
 Brosius 
tied  it with his 
Sanders
 
had  a 
shot  
at 
Alfonso 
Soriano 
singled 
home 
homer,
 
there  seemed to be 
little Knoblauch, but 
his 
one
-hop 
the 
winning  
run  in 
the 
12th
 
doubt  
about  
the
 eventual 
out- throw 
could 
not  be 
handled  
early  
Friday
 to give
 New 
York
 a 
come,  
cleanly 
by catcher 
Rod  
Barajas.
 
3-2 
victory
 
over 
the 
Arizona 
"It 
seemed
 like the
 whole sit- 
A night earlier, 
Kim 
served
 
Diamondbacks
 
and 
a 
three 
uation  
was  
set
 again,
 and it up a 
tying, two
-run 
homer
 in 
games -to
-two edge.
 
happened
 again,"
 
Brosius
 
said,  
the
 ninth to 
Tino  
Martinez.
 In 
For 
the 
second
 
straight
 
Chuck  
Knoblauch  
opened  the 
the 10th,
 
Jeter  
homered
 
off 
Kim 
night,
 the 
Yankees
 were 
one out
 12th 
with 
his first
 hit 
of the 
to win
 it. 
time," he said. "He 
keeps his 
head in games." 
The men's rugby 
club has 
Stanford  University and Hum-
boldt State 
University  as its 
main rivals, Welch said. 
McDonald agreed,
 and added 
that Stanford 
has 45 to 50 play-
ers
 and choose to play
 in Divi-
sion II after 
playing Division I 
for many
 years. 
The club's  first 
tournament
 is 
slated for
 Dec. 1 when it is 
scheduled 
to host the Silicon 
Valley Tournament at Blackford 
High School in 
San  Jose. The 
club is then 
scheduled  to com-
pete in the Las Vegas 
tourna-
ment 
the following week. 
Their first game of the sea-
son will be 
against  Stanford and 
is scheduled to begin on Feb. 2. 
The team is scheduled to play
 
its 
first home game Feb. 16 
against Santa Clara
 University. 
Spartan Blane Mauldin, left, 
fights for extra yardage while 
a 
Santa Clara University 
rugby 
player tries to bring him down. 
The men's rugby club is 
sched-
uled to play in two tournaments 
in 
December  and then start its 
season in 
February.  Its first  
home game will 
be played 
against Santa Clara University
 
on Feb. 16. 
David Bitten / Daily Staff 
Be
 an 
Angel...
 
Donate  
Eggs! 
If you 
are  21-30 
years
 old, 
healthy,  bright & 
responsible.  
Call  Family Fertility 
Center  
All nationalities 
needed 
1-800-939-6886
 
Generous 
Compensation  
spa'fr'1a0 
The 
best place to tell the SJSU 
campus  community 
about  
employment 
opportunities within your company 
Adexperts
 
Positions
 Available:
 
 graphic 
designer
 
 
copy  
writer  
 
account
 
executive
 
Please 
call and set 
an appointment
 
for an interview. 
Call  Mary Jane 
at  
999-555-8888  
ext.
 1234. 
Adexpert 
444 South Main
 St. 
San Jose, CA 32541 
Adexpert@creativetwads.corn
 
Diana's
 
Health  
Club  
Dana's  
321 Jazz   
Cupeamo
 
KornClutat  
Con and lain 
the
 fun! 
We
 are looking
 for fitness 
trainers  
and 
aerobic 
instructors.  We 
have 
a fun
 and energetic
 team and 
we 
want 
you to join 
us! 
-4 Far 
into cat Kmn 
at
 
406-4444222  
Come
 Join 
our team!
 
We are looking for
 
enthusiastic people. 
We are hiring 
waiters 
and waitresses. 
Please 
contact  Richard 
for information.
 
II 
j 
408-333-1111
 
Julia's
 Paradise 
123 Paradise St. 
San Jose, CA 95555 
Julia's  
Paradise 
or
-1K 
1,emk.114,
 
40,r
 
Elvis 
impersonators
 
needed to conduct 
weddings!
 
Call Mike 
at 
408 -Fun -Love
 
Mikes
 House of 
brunken
 Love
 
Wedding
 
Chapel
 
These 
ads are 
fIcticlous  and 
these 
companies  do 
not  exist 
Job  
Board
 runs 
on 
Monday
 and 
Tuesday
 
$6 
Per 
Column
 Inch
 
Employment  
ads only.
 
Contact
 the 
Spartan  
Daily  
Advertising
 Staff 
at 
408-924-3270
 for more
 info. 
Spartan  
Daily  
Advertising
 
Dwight
 Bente! Hall 
San
 Jose 
State  
University  
San  
Jose,  
CA 
95192-0149
 
